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Remember to look up at the stars and not down at your feet. Try to make sense of what
you see and wonder about what makes the universe exist. Be curious.
Stephen Hawking
I dedicate this humble work to my amazing parents and my lovely wife, who have been a
great source of love, inspiration and encouragement. I also dedicate this thesis to my
advisor Dr. Nicoleta Serban, who nutured a childlike curiosity in many things.
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Many statistical inference problems for large-scale complex systems involve using analyt-
ical tools, such as statistics, mathematical optimization and machine learning algorithms.
Due to the explosion in size and complexity of modern datasets, traditional ways of mod-
eling on a single computing node are no longer scalable. Some researchers have suggested
that even highly complex and structured problems characterized by large datasets may fail
to be explored even with relatively simple models.[1] Solving a large-scale problem using
serial computing can be computationally challenging due to compute load and memory us-
age. In addition, data may be stored in a decentralized fashion, and communicating data to
a centralized location can be wasteful, and may cause privacy issues. [2][3] One remedy to
such challenges is to utilize the power of distributed computing and distributed data stor-
age. A serial algorithm is therefore decomposed into many subroutines and a large problem
is split into many sub-problems that can be solved concurrently using different computing
nodes. In cases where there is little or no dependency or need for communication between
different parallel tasks, a serial algorithm can be converted into distributed algorithm in an
embarrassingly parallel fashion, such as parallelizing the summation of an array of num-
bers, or the Maximum Likelihood Estimation of independent samples. However, many real
applications and algorithms have inherent structures that prevents such a straightforward
decomposition, such as spatial coupling for optimization problem and modeling interde-
pendent samples among others. One main approach considered in this thesis is addressing
the computational scalability in complex systems using distributed computing.
We demonstrate the importance of innovation in computational statistics with rigorous
analysis of large medical datasets. Data in healthcare are generated at every patient’s en-
counter with the healthcare system, at every implementation of medical processes, with
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every decision made by healthcare organizations, and with every policy implementation in
the healthcare ecosystem, resulting in billions of data points every day. Every patient in
any medical setting generates an invaluable data point that can contribute to understanding
what works, for whom and where. Developing analytical methods to translate these types
of data into meaningful knowledge is crucial to help us better understand behavior patterns
in seeking care and adherence to recommended care guidelines, and derive knowledge for
decision support. Other types of complex systems include transportation, social network,
logistics among others. Although these problems arise in diverse application domains, they
share some important characteristics and challenges. First, while different components of
the system are mostly heterogeneous, there are much homogeneity in characteristics that
can be explored. Second, interactions between different components interdependently give
rise to collaborative patterns in the system. Third, the quality of the data is polluted by un-
quantifiable random noise or errors. Fourth, the datasets are often extremely large in scale
and dimensionality, since advanced technology allows us to collect and store every detailed
information about each sample. Therefore, it has become of central importance to develop
scalable computational algorithms that can describe, profile, and model these systems and
help make robust decisions.
In this dissertation thesis, we propose several computational efficient methods that
model complex systems in different settings. In Chapter 2, we introduce a framework
for analyzing and visualizing the healthcare utilization for millions of children, with a fo-
cus on pediatric asthma. Using individual-level claims data across 10 southeast states for
the Medicaid system, we model the heterogeneity in patients’ multi-year longitudinal uti-
lization patterns via mixture Markov renewal processes. In Chapter 3, we introduce a regu-
larized optimization approach to control the trade-off between optimality and sensitivity of
the solution to large-scale optimization problems that has intrinsic spatial structure among
decision variables. We illustrate the proposed approach using a specific application in
health care access measurement, in which a smooth solution that is robust to perturbations
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of model parameter leads to reliable decision-making. In Chapter 4, we propose a novel
method to find a partition of decision variables for decomposing large-scale optimization
problems, focusing on minimizing the number of dualized constraints. We present an im-
proved variation of the distributed sub-gradient method using block dual decomposition. In
Chapter 5, we develop a computationally tractable algorithm for clustering spatially depen-
dent data using the EM algorithm, and cluster the prevalence of chronic conditions among
children with Medicaid in the entire United States at the community level. The implemen-
tation of the spatial clustering approach relies on distributed computing to overcome the
computational effort needed to perform the analysis.
3
CHAPTER 2
UNCOVERING LONGITUDINAL HEALTHCARE BEHAVIORS FOR MILLIONS
OF MEDICAID ENROLLEES: A MULTI-STATE COMPARISON OF PEDIATRIC
ASTHMA UTILIZATION AND COST
In this chapter, we introduce a framework for analyzing and visualizing healthcare utiliza-
tion and cost for millions of children, with a focus on pediatric asthma, one of the major
chronic respiratory conditions. We use the 2005-2012 Medicaid Analytic Extract claims for
10 southeast states. The study population consists of Medicaid-enrolled children with per-
sistent asthma. We translate multi-year, individual-level medical claims into sequences of
discrete utilization events, which are modeled using Markov renewal processes and model-
based clustering. Network analysis is used to visualize utilization profiles. The method is
general, allowing the study of other chronic conditions. The study population consists of
1.5 million children with persistent asthma. All states have profiles with high probability
of asthma controller medication, as large as 60.6% and 90.2% of the state study popula-
tion. The probability of consecutive asthma controller prescriptions ranges between 0.75
and 0.95. All states have utilization profiles with uncontrolled asthma with between 4.5%
and 22.9% of the state study population. The probability for controller medication is larger
than for short-term medication after a physician visit but not after an emergency depart-
ment (ED) visit or hospitalization. Transition from ED or hospitalization generally has a
lower probability into physician office (between 0.11 and 0.38) than into ED or hospital-
ization (between 0.20 and 0.59). The highest level of adherence is with respect to asthma
controller medication. In most profiles, children who take medication do so regularly. The
lowest level of compliance is with follow-up physician office visits after an (ED) encounter
or hospitalization. Finally, all states have a proportion of children who have uncontrolled




Data in healthcare are generated at every patient’s encounter with the healthcare system, at
every implementation of medical processes, with every decision made by healthcare orga-
nizations, and with every policy implementation in the healthcare ecosystem, resulting in
billions of data points every day. Every patient in any medical setting generates an invalu-
able data point that can contribute to understanding what works, for who and where.
One health-related information technology (IT) that has provided substantive opportu-
nities to study healthcare across large populations and many years is the medical claims
system. Information coded in claims data is standardized to a great extent [4], hence mak-
ing such data amenable to large scale studies. Developing methods to translate medical
claims data into meaningful information is the first crucial step in medical decision making.
Further development of adaptive and scalable data mining and statistical methods provide
the means for analyzing these data. However, there are a series of challenges associated
with mining data derived from medical claims, including the derivation of knowledge for
decision support while maintaining computational efficiency and complying with privacy
safeguards.
In this study, we propose a method that translates medical claims data into individual-
level utilization sequences, longitudinally over mutliple years, and that models heterogen-
ity in individual-level healthcare utilization using mixture Markov renewal processes. The
method combines the benefits of network analysis and model-based clustering for discrete
event sequences to also provide visual summaries of underlying utilization profiles. Thus
one contribution is a model-based data mining algorithm that has the ability to scale to mas-
sive data while producing meaningful stochastic networks that can then be used in decision
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support through visualization and simulation. The second contribution is the application of
the modeling approach to derive inferences on utilization behaviors from highly-sensitive,
large patient-level claims data.
We demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methods in health policy and medi-
cal decision making in drawing inferences on longitudinal utilization for pediatic asthma
healtchare. Asthma is the most common respiratory chronic disease in children [5]. More
than 10 million children have had asthma in their lifetime [6], with 42.9% classified as
uncontrolled [7]. While asthma cannot be cured, with the appropriate medication and treat-
ment plan, its symptoms can be controlled [8][9]. Controlling asthma is important for
children since it can prevent damage to growing lungs but can also improve their qual-
ity of life and potentially reduce the cost of care by preempting severe health outcomes
[10][11][12][13]. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has identified pe-
diatric asthma as a priority condition for intervention [14].
This study is the first to uncover multi-year longitudinal utilization for pediatric asthma
care using individual-level claims data across 10 states (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Geor-
gia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas) for the
Medicaid system. We focus on the southeast due to the great disparities and poor health
outcomes there[15]. Some southeastern states have among the highest expenditures, such
as Georgia [16], of all states [17].
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Data Sources
The main data source is the Medicaid Analytical Extract (MAX) medical claims data ac-
quired from the Centers of Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), consisting of identifi-
able individual-level claims data for all Medicaid-enrolled beneficiaries. The MAX dataset
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consists of billions of claims records across more than 10 million children enrolled annually
in the 10 selected states.We provide the main data elements we extracted from the MAX
files in Web-Appendix A.
2.2.2 Study Population
The study population consists of Medicaid-enrolled children ages 4-18 with an asthma-
related diagnosis. (We exclude the age group 0-3 from this study because of the difficulty
and inaccuracy of diagnosing asthma at this age.) Consistent with standard modifications
[17] to the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) measures defined
by the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) [18], we define patients with
asthma as those who meet one of the criteria:
• At least two visits to physician’s office,
• At least two asthma controlled medication prescriptions,
• One emergency room visit or hospitalization with a diagnosis of asthma in addition
to at least another visit and/or medication prescription.
These modified filtering criteria help to avoid including patients with incorrect diagnoses of
asthma.To capture longitudinal utilization behaviors, we only consider those patients that
qualify for Medicaid for at least four of the eight years between 2005 and 2012.
2.2.3 Translating Claims into Indivudal-level Utilization Sequences
We filter the claims based on the ICD-9 diagnosis codes and date of birth to obtain the study
population. The MAX claims are structured into inpatient care (IP), long-term care (LT),
other care including outpatient services (OT), patient summary (PS) and prescription claim
summary (RX) files. Included for each claim are data entries specifying the date of service,
the Medicaid Statistical Information System identification (MSIS ID) of each Medicaid
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enrolee, the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) codes for di-
agnosis or services provided, and the type and place of services rendered. We use the IP and
OT files to determine the visits to a specific provider type, and the RX file to determine the
medication type and date of the prescription being filled. We abbreviate the derived event
types as follows: emergency room visits (ER), hospitalizations (HO), physician’s office
visits and clinic visits (PO), ashtma short-term medication (ASM) and asthma controlled
medication (ACM). The first three event types are derived from the place of service and
type of service codes of the claims code in the IP and OT files. Starting with a dataset in-
cluding a total of more than 40 millions of claims across the 10 states, we derive utilization
data consisting of 24 million total events.
The output of this translation step are individual-level sequences of utilization events
with corresponding event time stamps. For example, consider a patient who visits the
emergency room for an asthma attack on January 1st, 2005, who subsequently receives a
prescription for an inhaler which she fills one month later, along with a referral to a primary
care physician. She then visits the same physician and refills her asthma prescriptions oc-
cur at 3 month intervals. The sequence then is given by (ER,ACM,PO,PO,ACM) with time
stamps scaled to one-year intervals: (0.08, 0.25,0.50,0.75).
2.2.4 Model-based Clustering of Utilization Sequences
Modeling Utilization Sequences
We model patient-level utilization in the form of sequential event data over a period of
time, where we consider both the order of the events (e.g. an ER visit precedes a PO visit)
and the timing between events (e.g. the expected time between two PO visits).
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A simple, but useful, model for summarizing time-ordered events with varying time
intervals between events is the Markov renewal process (MRP) (Foufoula-Georgiou and
Lettenmaier 1987). The MRP is the continuous-time analog of a discrete-time Markov
chain (DTMC).
Let ~X = (X1, x2, ..., xL) the sequence of events and ~T = (T1, T2, ..., TL) the set of
”arrival” times, where L is the length of the patient healthcare utilization sequence. Let si,
i ∈ {1, ..., S} be all possible states in the sequences of events, in our case, they are ASM,
ACM, ER, HO and PO, where S is the number of states, in our case, S=5.
In an MRP, the sequence ~X is itself a DTMC, with corresponding transition matrix P
where Pij is the transition probability between states si and sj and
∑S
j=1 Pij = 1 . For
example, the transition probability from ER to PO is the probability that a patient receives
care in a physician’s office after an emergency room encounter. We estimate the transition
probabilities Pij using maximum likelihood estimation as presented in Appendix B.
Now we define the distribution for the sequence of interarrival times τl = Tl+1−Tl. We
assume that for each pair i, j ∈ {1, ...S}, the distribution of the interarrival times between
states si and sj is an exponential distribution with rate parameter λij . To estimate the rate
parameters we use maximum likelihood estimation provided in Appendix B.
The output of the MRP consists of estimated transition probability and inter-event time
matrices, specifying the transition probability and inter-event time expectation for each
event type or state pair. Both output matrices are 5-by-5 matrices, where a cell in the tran-
sition probability matrix and in the inter-event time matrix respectively corresponds to the
probability and the expected time of a patient with asthma to transition from one event type
to the same event type or to a different event type. The matrix is not symmetric, since the
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transition probability from ER to PO may not be equal to the probability from PO to ER, for
example. In order to capture the probability distribution of the entire patient sequence we
account for the choice of the first and last events by including left and right censor events.
We provide an illustration of an MRP output in Appendix B.
Clustering Analysis of Utilization Sequences
We complement the MRP modeling of the utilization sequences with a clustering of the
utilization sequences. We assume that the cluster membership is a latent variable with a
multinomial distribution, hence the resulting model is a mixture MRP. The MRP clustering
algorithm simultaneously estimates the MRP model parameters and clusters patients into
distinct utilization profiles.
We employ the estimation maximization (EM) with a hierarchical tree-based algorithm
to derive the clustering output. In the first step, the algorithm searches for a division that
maximizes the Bayesian information criterion score using the Kullback Leibler distance
between the individual patient distributions and population distributions given a set of can-
didate divisions. We then use this candidate division as the initialization for the EM al-
gorithm where patients move to clusters such that to maximize each individual posterior
likelihood. After assigning patients to a new cluster, the parameters are re-estimated given
current cluster membership via maximum likelihood estimation of both the transition prob-
abilities and inter-event time distributions.
The computational complexity of our algorithm is O(n log n). The primary computa-
tional steps involved in fitting a patient sequence to an MRP rely on simple counting and
averaging, while the computation of posterior likelihood relies on multiplication. The sort-
ing step of the posterior likelihoods in determining the clustering membership is the most
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computationally expensive with order O(n log n). All other computations are of order O(n).
Once we identify a clustering tree using the approach described below, we further re-
cluster nodes that have similar utilization patterns in terms of both the event types or states
with higher probabilities as well as in terms of the expected interarrival times. This allows
a sparser representation of the utilization profiles. We provide the details of the model
structure and the model estimation in Appendix B.
Utilization Profile Visualization
By employing stochastic models for clustering utilization sequences we can further de-
rive stochastic provider networks via the transition matrices, allowing for visualization of
the utilization behaviors as networks across different healthcare types or states. The pri-
mary inputs for the stochastic provider networks are the transition matrices. Specifically,
the five event types, ASM, ACM, ER, HO and PO, are the nodes in a directed graph. The
directed edges represent transition probabilities between two event types, for example, the
transition from the ER to a PO visit. For a simplified representation, the networks only
include nodes such that a total of 90% of volume is represented. We use different types
of arcs for different levels of transition probabilities to better identify nodes that are most
visited within each profile.
We provide a graphical representation of the translation of one MRP as a network in
Figure 2.1. For each state and cluster our algorithm calculates the raw transition matrices:
the probability transition matrix which contains the probability of a follow-up visit from
one provider type to another, and the average interarrival time matrix containing the av-
erage length of time between visits in months. One can ascertain from the raw transition
probabilities that the only events with a high probability of visits are the physician’s of-
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Figure 2.1: Illustrative example of translating MRPs into utilization network graphs.
fice, a short term prescription fill and hospitalization. Therefore, our the transition matrices
used as inputs for the plots contain only these three provider types. The nodes ASM, PO
and HOS are circled in our provider networks. Consider the transition from ASM back to
ASM. The probability of a repeated ASM visit after a ASM visit is 0.58 with an average
time between visits of 0.55 months. The directed edges represent the transition probability
between events and the average interarrival time, measured in months, between two consec-
utive events in parentheses. The left censor (LC) and right censor (RC) nodes represent the
beginning and end of the study time period, January 1st, 2005, and December 31st, 2012,
respectively. These two nodes are surrounded by dashed circles to differentiate them from
actual healthcare events. The three styles and shading schemes of the lines corresponding
to transitions between providers help the reader to visualize the high-probability patterns
through the network.
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Table 2.1: Overall utilization summary for each of the 10 states, sorted by the total number
of patients considered for each state. The average number of events, as well as averages of
each event types(ACM, ASM, ER, HO, PO) are per member-year.
State # Patients avgEvents avgACM avgASM avgER avgHO avgPO
MS 40,147 1.94 1.90 0.26 0.08 0.09 0.25
SC 65,175 1.84 1.95 0.37 0.06 0.08 0.32
AR 71,369 2.27 2.07 0.51 0.00 0.10 0.31
AL 104,531 2.03 2.08 0.47 0.04 0.09 0.37
FL 122,667 1.86 1.54 0.32 0.06 0.05 0.53
TN 137,148 1.74 2.04 0.38 0.05 0.06 0.31
GA 137,519 1.99 1.54 0.50 0.06 0.09 0.38
LA 142,608 2.29 1.63 0.34 0.07 0.05 0.26
NC 157,011 1.79 2.17 0.48 0.06 0.08 0.43
TX 476,345 1.76 1.66 0.40 0.04 0.03 0.31
AVG 2.74 1.86 0.40 0.05 0.07 0.35
STD 0.28 0.24 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.08
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Data Summaries
The target population of this study consists of 1.5 million patients with persistent asthma
who contributed to 24 million events in the 10 states. Detailed statistics of event types per
state are in Table 2.1.
The number of patients per state ranges from 40,000 in South Carolina, to 476,000 in
Texas. Since different patients will have different numbers of Medicaid eligibility months
per year, we normalize the event counts by member-year: We divide the counts by the
number of eligibility months for each patient and multiply by 12. On average, patients
included in the analysis are enrolled in Medicaid for 74 months (6.1 years) from 2005 to
2012. The average number of events per member-year is 2.74; in high utilization states
such as NC, patients have 3.22 events per member-year, and in low utilization states such
as LA, patients have 2.36 events per member-year.
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Out of the 24 million total asthma events, 13% are PO visits and 83% are RX events,
including ACM and ASM. The numbers of PO and RX events per member-year across the
study population are 0.35( 0.08) and 2.26( 0.28), respectively. NC have significantly higher
numbers of RX events at 2.65 per member-year compared with FL, with only 1.86 RX
events per member-year. FL patients visit the PO most frequently, with 0.53 per member-
year, whereas MS visit the PO least frequently, with 0.25 per member-year.
ER and HO events are less frequent than PO and RX among all states. The average
number of ER and HO events per member-year across the entire study population are 0.05(
0.02) and 0.07( 0.02), respectively. AR has primarily HO events with an extremely small
number of ER events. The lowest aggregated rate of ER and HO events occurs in TX (0.07)
and the highest occurs in MS (0.17).
2.3.2 Clustering of Utilization Sequences & Visualization of the Utilization Profiles
We first describe the underlying utilization patterns for medication arising across all uti-
lization profiles for the 10 states:
• ACM – high probability controller medication but low probability short-term medi-
cation;
• ASM – high probability short-term medication but low probability controller medi-
cation;
• ACM ← ASM – high probability controller and short-term medication with high
probability link between the two medications;
• ACM/ASM – high probability controller and short-term medication with low proba-
bility link between the two medications.
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Table 2.2: Characterization of utilization profiles for each state along with the precentage
of patients for each cluster in pharanthesis.
State Profile 1 Profile 2 Profile 3 Profile 4 Profile 5
Pop % Pop % Pop % Pop % Pop %
AL ACM<–ASM ACM<–ASM ASM ASM +(PO,
+ (PO) + (PO, HOS) +(PO, HOS) HOS,ER)
80.70% 4.30% 8.20% 6.80%
AR ACM<–ASM ACM ACM/ASM ASM ACM/ASM
+ (PO) +(PO) +(HOS) +(PO,HOS)
35.70% 24.90% 20.60% 5.20% 13%
FL ACM/ASM ACM<–ASM ACM +(PO
+(PO) +(PO) ,ER,HOS)
32% 61.60% 6.40%
GA ACM<–ASM ASM ASM +(PO,
+(PO, HOS) +(PO) + (PO) ER,HOS)
72.20% 13.50% 2.40% 11.90%
LA ACM ACM<–ASM ACM/ASM ACM<–ASM ASM+(PO,
+ (PO) + (PO) + (PO, ER) ER,HOS)
5.50% 14.80% 6.10% 60.30% 13.40%
MS ACM ACM/ASM ACM<–ASM ASM +(PO, ASM
+(PO) +(PO) +(PO,HOS) ER,HOS) +(PO,ER)
8.20% 5.50% 63% 11.20% 0.60%
NC ACM<–ASM +(PO, ER ASM+(PO,
+ (PO) , HOS) ER, HOS)
89.70% 2.60% 7.60%
SC ACM<–ASM ASM ASM+(PO, ASM +(PO,
+ (PO) +(PO) ER,HOS) ER,HOS)
70.10% 8.20% 4% 14%
TN ACM ACM<–ASM ASM ASM + (PO, ACM<–ASM
+ (PO) + (PO) ER, HOS) + (PO, HOS)
8% 64% 3.10% 6.50% 18.40%
TX ACM ACM ACM<–ASM ACM/ASM ASM + (PO,
+(PO) + (PO) +(PO) ER, HOS)
8.60% 10% 71.60% 5.10% 4.70%
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Each utilization profile is characterized by one of the four medication patterns described
above or no medication, in addition to other types of care, including PO, ER and HOS,
depending on which of the event types are present in the networks. For example, the profile
ASM+PO describes utilization of short term medication and physician office for asthma
care. The profile ASM+(PO,ER,HOS) described utilization of short term medication along
with physician office, emergency department and hospitalizations. Table 2.2 provides the
description of the profiles for all 10 states. Figure 2.2 is the utilization network for Alabama
as an illustrative examples. Figures in Appendix C are the utilization networks for the rest
of the states.
Common features across all profiles in the 10 states are:
• All states have profiles with high probability ACM (ACM or ACM ← ASM). The
percentages of the study population across the nine states are: 85%-AL, 60.6%-AR,
61.6%-FL, 72.2%-GA, 80.6%-LA, 71.2%-MS, 89.7%-NC, 65.2%-SC, 72%-TN, and
90.2%-TX.
• All states have one or more profiles with severe outcomes (ER or/and HOS).
• For those profiles with ACM ← ASM and severe outcomes, all except one profile
in MS have a high probability link to ACM; the percentages of the study population
among such profiles are: 4.3%-AL, 72.2%-GA, 60.3%-LA, 18.4%-TN.
• For those profiles with different medication patterns (ACM, ACM/ASM or ASM)
and severe outcomes, the link from ER or HOS to ACM has low probbility; the
percentages of the study population among such profiles are: 15%-AL, 16.2%-AR,
6.4%-FL, 11.9%-GA, 13.4%-LA, 11.8%-MS, 10.2%-NC, 22.9%-SC, 6.5%-TN and
4.7%-TX.
Table 2.3 provides ranges of the transition probabilities across all profiles by state for links
pertinent to recommended guidelines for asthma care.
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Figure 2.2: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of AL. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parentheses. Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray
dotted lines.
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Table 2.3: The range (minimum and maximum) of probabilities for different links between
events across the utilization profiles of all the states.
State ER/HO ER/HOS PO->ACM PO->ASM ER/HOS ER/HOS
->PO ->ER/HOS ->ACM ->ASM
AL (0.00, 0.19) (0.07, 0.34) (0.45, 0.47) (0.00, 0.28) (0.32, 0.32) (0.05, 0.51)
AR (0.00, 0.11) (0.00, 0.58) (0.21, 0.46) (0.14, 0.26) (0.00, 0.00) (0.00, 0.33)
FL (0.23, 0.24) (0.06, 0.26) (0.23, 0.44) (0.13, 0.18) (0.14, 0.19) (0.00, 0.00)
GA (0.14, 0.18) (0.00, 0.34) (0.11, 0.40) (0.11, 0.20) (0.28, 0.28) (0.12, 0.21)
LA (0.12, 0.13) (0.08, 0.25) (0.05, 0.47) (0.10, 0.24) (0.05, 0.41) (0.13, 0.21)
MS (0.03, 0.13) (0.08, 0.59) (0.08, 0.51) (0.09, 0.23) (0.07, 0.40) (0.05, 0.21)
NC (0.11, 0.24) (0.09, 0.36) (0.41, 0.41) (0.14, 0.15) (0.00, 0.00) (0.13, 0.17)
SC (0.00, 0.19) (0.00, 0.50) (0.03, 0.52) (0.05, 0.20) (0.09, 0.09) (0.18, 0.23)
TN (0.16, 0.38) (0.00, 0.21) (0.42, 0.42) (0.01, 0.42) (0.22, 0.22) (0.00, 0.20)
TX (0.11, 0.12) (0.00, 0.20) (0.02, 0.47) (0.14, 0.29) (0.00, 0.00) (0.24, 0.31)
• Follow-up visit after a severe outcome: The probabilities for the links ER/HOS →
PO are generally lower than for the links ER/HOS→ ER/HOS; the maximum value
across the profiles with each state for ER/HOS→ PO varies between 0.11 (AR) and
0.38 (TN) and for ER/HO→ ER/HOS varies between 0.20 (TX) and 0.59 (MS).
• Prescription (re)fill of controller versus short term medication after ER, HOS or PO
event: The probability for controller medication after a PO visit are larger than for
short-term medication. The probability for controller medication after a ER or HOS
is lower than for short-term medication can be lower for some states, including AL,
AR, MS, NC, SC and TX.
• Consecutive prescriptions of controller medication have higher probabilities with
shorter frequency between (re)fills than those for short-term medication across all
states. The probability of an asthma controller medication consecutive prescriptions
ranges between 0.75 and 0.95. The frequency of the refill ranges from 0.04 (approx-
imately 2 weeks) to 0.17 (approximately 2 months), with one exception where it is
0.53 or approximately 6 months.
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2.4 Discussion
This study brings to bear substantive contributions to the knowledge and decision making
on the healthcare delivery for pediatric asthma. It is the first study to draw inferences on
patient-level healthcare pathways across approximately 1.5 million children with persistent
asthma, the largest study to date. Second, it provides a rigorous approach to model multi-
year longitudinal utilization, accounting for both the order of the events and the inter-event
time using stochastic modeling, thus not only estimating the frequency of care events, as
is common in the existing healthcare utilization research, but also the transition from one
care event to another and the expected time between events, relevant in making inferences
on the compliance with recommended care. Third, this study identifies similarities and
dissimilarities in healthcare utilization across 10 states.
According to the National Heart Blood and Lung Institute [19], the guidelines for
asthma treatment specify the use of controller medication for children with persistent asthma.
For all 10 states, controller medication is the most prevalent care event, with North Carolina
being the highest utilizer and Florida and Georgia the lowest utilizers of controller medi-
cation. Importantly, those children taking controller medication do so also on a frequent
basis. Among the 10 states, Florida has the smallest proportion of children with frequent
and high utilization of conroller medications ( 62%) compared to Texas with the highest
proportion ( 90%).
While short-term medication utilization is much lower than the controller medication
across all states, we find that there are groups of children who entirely rely on short-term
medication. Among those children who do not use controller medication, the probability of
a severe outcome, including emergency department encounter or hospitalization, is high.
Utilization profiles (except one in Mississippi and one in Florida) with severe outcomes
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also have no transtion from short-term medication to controller medication, indicating the
importance of controller medication for persistent asthma. If asthma controller medication
is present with high probability in the utilization profile, then it is also the follow-up event
after a hospitalization or Emergency Department visit. The proportion of children in cluster
with high prevalence of severe outcomes but no transition in controller medication varies
across the states, from 4.7% in Texas to 22.9% in South Carolina.
While we only observe the prescriptions filled by a pharmacy and not those prescribed
by a provider, we generally find that there is a higher probability of a controller medication
than a short term medication from a physician office visit. This is not the same after a
hospitalization or an Emergency Department visit, where there are states where short-term
medication has a higher transition than controller medication. An important recommended
guideline for care after a hospitalization or Emergency Department encounter is the follow
up with a physisican office. For all states, the probability of such follow-ups is low, with a
maximum of 0.38 in Tennessee but as low as zero for some utilization profiles in Alabama,
Arkansas and South Carolina. In fact, there is a higher probability of yet another a hospi-
talization or Emergency Department encounter, with a probability as high as 0.58 in some
profiles in Arkansas and Mississippi.
2.4.1 Limitation
One shortcoming of this study is reliance on claims data to infer utilization. First, the
MAX files only include claims that have been submitted for reimbursement. Second, many
Medicaid-eligible children have intermittent enrollment. Moreover, there will be a percent-
age of Medicaid-enrolled children who are undiagnosed due primarily to lack of healthcare
access. Therefore, estimates on the healthcare utilization are likely to be biased, particu-
larly for the Medicaid population, where certain subgroups have difficulty in maintaining
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Medicaid coverage or are susceptible to particularly disparate utilization [20][21]. More-
over, Medicaid MAX files can have data quality issues, especially for states with large
populations on managed care[22][23].
While our model and its estimation and selection methods are computationally attrac-
tive, they can be extended further by relaxing some of the underlying assumptions. First,
we do not include the mean times until the first event and the mean times between the last
event because they are biased estimates of complete lifetimes due to the censored nature
of our data. Therefore, we are unable to completely determine the consistency with which
patients visit providers or take medication. For instance, with unbiased estimates of the
arrival to the first event it would be clear if a patient waits a long time between groups of
consecutive visits or utilizes the system at a fairly homogeneous rate across the complete
study time span.
Furthermore, in order to produce simple visualizations and minimize computational
costs we assume the interarrival times to be exponentially distributed, conditional on the
visit type. More importantly, it is likely that covariates including age, condition severity,
comorbidities, enrollment status and access play a role in the frequency of the visits. How-
ever, this method does not capture the potential effects of these covariates on utilization.
2.4.2 Conclusion
Even though this study has several limitations, it has some important implications for health
care providers and policy makers. Among the recommended care guidelines, we find that
the highest level of adherence is with respect to asthma controller medication. In most pro-
files, children who take medication do so regularly. While there are children with persistent
asthma who primarily rely on short-term medication, we also find multiple fold higher uti-
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lization of asthma controller medication versus short-term medication unlike some existing
studies. The lowest level of compliance is with follow-up physician office visits after an
emergency room encounter or hospitalization. Since this finding is prevalent across all
states, it is important to draw attention on the lack of compliance to this guideline at the na-
tional level. Finally, all states have a proportion of children who have uncontrolled asthma,
meaning they do not take controller medication while they do have severe outcomes; the
proportion varies significantly from one state to another with Texas having a very small
proportion (below 5%) and South Carolina having the highest (higher than 20%).
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CHAPTER 3
REGULARIZED OPTIMIZATION WITH SPATIAL COUPLING FOR ROBUST
DECISION MAKING
In high-dimensional optimization problems where large number of decisions need to be
made by optimizing a single objective, the resulting solution may exhibit high sensitivity
to input parameter perturbations, which hinders reliable decision-making. This chapter in-
troduces a regularized optimization approach to control the trade-off between optimality
and sensitivity of the solution to optimization problems used to match supply and demand
over a geographical area. The proposed regularization technique achieves some form of
smoothing of the solution over the geographic area, motivated by the need of modeling
intrinsic spatial dependencies between decision variables (called herein spatial coupling),
thus resulting in a more realistic solution for applications. We demonstrate the wide ap-
plicability of the proposed approach for multiple optimization problems. We illustrate
the proposed approach using a specific application in health care access measurement, in
which a smooth solution that is robust to perturbations of model parameter leads to reliable
decision-making. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can be used
to find a smooth and robust solution while sacrificing its optimality at a minimum level.
3.1 Introduction
Spatial coupling is common in optimization models for optimal allocation of resources
over a geographic area, for example, in transportation problems, facility location prob-
lems, evacuation planning, demand estimation, and measurement of access to fundamental
services [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Spatial coupling arises due to the spatial structure in-
trinsic to the decision variables. For example, given a geographic region divided into small
communities, one could be making decisions on how to assign sub-populations within the
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communities to vaccination sites in the event of an emergency response, in such a way
to minimize travel distance or congestion experienced, under a series of constraints, e.g.,
population assigned to a site shall not exceed total vaccine available and priority of chil-
dren and pregnant women to the vaccine [31]. The decision variables are the proportion
of sub-populations within each community to be assigned to each vaccination site. In a
typical formulation, the decision variables are related to each other via supply and demand
constraints. However, in applications, there are spatial dependencies beyond what the con-
straints can represent, that is, the decision made in one community will affect those made
in the communities nearby (e.g., the first law of geography).
When making global or centralized decisions based on an optimization model over a ge-
ographic area, the output (optimal) decisions can vary significantly with small disturbances
in the input parameters of the optimization model. The output decisions corresponding to
nearby communities can change significantly because resources may shift from one com-
munity to another with slight changes of the input parameters in either the constraints or the
objective, especially under limited resources. Moreover, this change may be cascaded to
nearby communities. Thus, the optimal solution to the optimization problem will be unsta-
ble locally while maintaining optimality over the whole area. This is particularly evident in
the context of high-dimensional optimization problems where a large number of decisions
need to be made by optimizing a single objective function.
In statistical learning, controlling sensitivity of an estimator translates to controlling
the bias-variance trade-off (e.g., see [32]). While unbiasedness of an estimator is a desir-
able statistical property, it may come with a price – high variability of the estimator with
perturbations of the observed data. High variability in estimators might lead to unreliable
decision making and prediction. Hence, it is often preferable to sacrifice bias to guaran-
tee reliability. Finding a statistical model that balances biasedness and reliability is the
objective of the bias-variance trade-off.
For an optimization problem, the bias and the variance in the bias-variance trade-off
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correspond to the optimality of the objective function and sensitivity of the optimal solu-
tion, respectively. Similarly to statistical modeling, a solution to an optimization problem
is not reliable in decision making if it is not robust to small changes in the input data. For
example, in emergency responses, if a small change in the capacity available at a site will
result in a significant change in how people are assigned to emergency sites, the “optimal”
decision can be costly and challenging to implement.
Dealing with sensitivity to small disturbances in optimization is the subject of the well-
established research field of robust optimization. One research stream in robust optimiza-
tion is finding a solution that optimizes the worst case value of the objective function over
an uncertainty set [33, 34, 35]. The second is finding a solution that optimizes a weighted
sum of the first and the second moment of the objective function value given a probability
distribution [36, 37]. Two limitations of both approaches are: 1. They require specification
of an uncertainty set or distribution, which often is challenging to identify; and 2. The focus
is on robustness of the optimal value rather than of the optimal solution whereas our focus
is sensitivity of the optimal solution.
A common approach in statistical modeling and machine learning to controlling the
bias-variance trade-off is by means of regularization. The concept of regularization is very
general, from penalization for complexity in statistical modeling [38, 39, 40, 41] to smooth-
ing of functional data [42]. The underlying idea is to consider additional information in
the estimation objective function (e.g. likelihood function) to prevent from overfitting or
from selecting complex models. Development of computationally efficient algorithms to-
wards solving optimization problems arising in regularized statistical models has led to the
emergence of the field of statistical optimization (see [41] and references therein). The
methodology in this chapter is inspired by the advancements in this field however we con-
sider regularization not of a statistical model but of an optimization model to deal with
the sensitivity of the output decision. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first ap-
proach to addressing sensitivity of optimal decisions derived using optimization models,
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by borrowing ideas from regularized statistical modeling.
In this chapter, we introduce a regularized optimization approach for optimization prob-
lems with spatial coupling to balance the trade-off between optimality and sensitivity, im-
posing some form of smoothing in the output solution. Smoothness will force the decision
variables of nearby spatial locations to look “similar”, thus preempting a drastic shift of
resources from one community to another at time of small changes in the system. Similar-
ity between decision variables or their transformation is defined depending on the decision
outcomes that are of interest. To achieve smoothness of the output solution using reg-
ularization, a smoothness penalty is added to the objective function of the optimization
model, which is similar to nonparametric smoothing of functional data [42], regularization
in statistical optimization [41], and the stream of robust optimization methodology, which
minimizes a weighted sum of the (expected) objective function value and the variance [36,
37]. The proposed approach applies a statistical technique to optimization, thus belongs to
the less common direction of influence between statistics and optimization [43].
This chapter is structured as follows. We introduce the general regularized optimization
problem in Section 2. We then illustrate it with well-established optimization settings in
Section 3. We also provide a specific case study demonstrating its applicability and per-
formance with respect to non-regularized version of the optimization problem in Section
4. We conclude with a summary of the proposed approach and future challenges to be
considered in Section 5.
3.2 Regularized Optimization: General Approach
Although using regularization to control variability of optimal decision is a general ap-
proach, we will illustrate it in this paper on the class of optimization problems for match-
ing resources (supply) and people (demand). Because the decision variables reflect trans-
portation or resource allocation decisions for people living at spatially distributed demand
locations, there is an intrinsic spatial coupling between the decisions of nearby demand
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locations, reflecting similarities in barriers or preferences on how people are matched to
supply sites. Thus, the regularization will not only address the sensitivity of the optimal so-
lution but also reflect allocation of resources more evenly across neighboring communities,
particularly important in allocation of public resources.
Let θij denote the matching variable from demand location i ∈ I to supply facility
j ∈ J . Let Θ denote the |I| × |J | matrix whose (i, j) entry is θij , and θi· and θ·j denote the
ith row and the jth column of Θ, respectively. Let G be a graph whose nodes are demand
locations and for a demand location i, let δ(i) denote the neighbors of i in G. A general









s.t. gi(θi·) ≤ 0 for i ∈ I, (3.2)
hj(θ·j) ≤ 0 for j ∈ J, (3.3)
H(Θ) ≤ 0, (3.4)
Θ ≥ 0
where F is a performance measure of matching Θ, φi is a real-valued function that repre-
sents a local performance of demand location i, fik is the objective term representing the
disparity of performance at demand locations i and k (e.g., the 2-norm distance), (4.2) and
(4.3) are local constraints for each demand location and supply facility, respectively, and
(3.4) is a global constraint.
The regularization function fik(φi(θi·), φk(θk·)) has the role of forcing the solutions of
the decision variables θi· and θk·, or their transformations, φi(θi·) and φk(θk·), be “simi-
lar”, where the similarity criterion is given by the function fik. This can be seen as an
approach to smoothing the decision solutions or their transformations. For example, im-
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posing smoothness under spatial coupling, the regularization function can be defined by
fik(φi(θi·), φk(θk·)) = λ‖φi(θi·)− φk(θk·)‖2
Other norms can be considered, for example, L1 norm or minimum, however the compu-
tational complexity and effort to solve the resulting optimization problems is greater than
when using the L2 norm [44].
The regularization parameter λ controls the trade-off between optimality and smooth-
ness (and sensitivity as demonstrated in Section 4). The larger λ is, the smoother the
decision solutions or their transformations are. A challenge in regularized optimization is
finding the level of regularization specified by λ that best balances optimality and sensitiv-
ity. In Section 4, we illustrate a computational approach to identifying the regularization
parameter λ using a modified bias-variance tradeoff approach where we find the balance
between the “original” objective function (F in (4.1)) and the regularization function value
(the double sum in (4.1)).
3.3 Regularized Optimization with Spatial Coupling: Applications
In this section, we introduce two illustrative examples to demonstrate the applicability of
the regularization approach by smoothing: telecommunications network and evacuation
planning. A third example, health care access measurement, is developed in more detail in
the next section.
3.3.1 Telecommunications Network Design
The first example is an assignment problem arising in design of telecommunication net-
works [45, 46]. A graph G = (N,A) representing a communication network is given,
where N is the set of nodes and A is the set of arcs. When a demand for service from node
i to node j is received, routes between the two nodes should be identified with sufficient
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bandwidth, otherwise the demand is lost. The goal is to minimize the total volume of unmet
requests.











δapxp ≤ ua for a ∈ A
∑
p∈Pij
xp + yij = rij for i, j ∈ N
x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0,
where the variable yij denotes the lost demand from i to j and the variable xp denotes the
service volume on path p; Pij denotes the set of paths in G from i to j; for a path p and an
arc a ∈ A, δap equals 1 if a belongs to p and 0 otherwise; ua is the capacity of arc a; and
rij denotes the demand of service from i to j.
In this application, the local performance of node i can be represented as φi(yi·) ,∑
j∈N yij , that is, the total volume of unmet requests from node i. One can smoothen
the local performance over the geographic area by adding penalty terms, for example,
||φi(yi·) − φj(yj·)||22/d2ij for i, j ∈ N , where dij denotes the geographical distance be-
tween i and j. Smoothing the local performance over the geographic area will prevent two
nearby locations from having vastly different rates of lost service, which is, for example,
important for identifying areas with poor communication performance.
3.3.2 Evacuation Planning
The goal of evacuation planning is to find a traffic diversion strategy over a geographic area
in order to minimize the total evacuation time under some emergency conditions [47, 48].
It is defined on a graph G = (N,A). The node set N is partitioned as N = Ne ∪Nt ∪Ns,
where Ne, Nt, and Ns are the sets of evacuation, transit, and shelter nodes, respectively.
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δapxp ≤ ua for a ∈ A,
∑
p∈Pij
xp = hi for i ∈ Ne,
x ≥ 0,
where the variable xp represents the number of people evacuating through route p; cp is the
cost of route p (e.g., reflecting its distance); Pij , δap, and ua are defined as in the previous
example; and hi denotes the number of people evacuating from node i.




p∈Pij cpxp and one
can smoothen the local performance by adding penalty terms, such as ||φi(x)−φj(x)||1/dij
for i, j ∈ Ne, where dij denotes the geographical distance between i and j. Smoothing the
average evacuation distance will result in a more equitable evacuation plan in which nearby
communities do not have vastly different travel distances to evacuate.
3.4 Case Study: Health Care Access Measurement
In this section, we present another application of regularized optimization with spatial
coupling, measuring spatial access to health care services. We introduce a regularized
optimization model and demonstrate the impact of regularization on the smoothness and
the sensitivity of solution, illustrating how the regularized model leads to more reliable
decision-making in the application.
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3.4.1 Optimization Model without Regularization
Spatial access refers to availability (provider-to-patient ratio) and accessibility (travel dis-
tance). It is a manifestation of the dynamics between a service provider network and needs
for the service over a geographic area. Recently, linear programs (LPs) have been im-
plemented to derive a matching between the supply and need, where access measures are
formalized as linear functions of the assignment derived from the LP, such as the aver-
age travel distance to services at the community level [24]. The linear optimization model
stratifies matching variables by financial access (e.g., insurance type) and other population
characteristics related to access (e.g., health status, age).
The goal of the optimization model is to find a matching between those in need of
health care and care providers satisfying the following properties: (1) minimizing the total
distance traveled, (2) accounting for the preference of people not being willing to access
providers with long wait times because of the large volume of patients, and (3) matching
as many people in need as possible to providers, if not all need in the system can be sat-
isfied. Other properties can be integrated in the optimization model as well. The model
incorporates constraints on modes of transportation and limited service capacity for public
insurance, among others.
For this illustrative example, we consider access to primary care for children in the state
of Georgia. The model aims to quantify disparities in spatial access to pediatric primary
care at different census tracts in Georgia. Providers’ practice location addresses are ob-
tained from the 2013 National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES). The 2009
MAX Medicaid claims data obtained from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
are used to determine which providers have seen Medicaid patients. The patient popula-
tion is aggregated at the census tract level, using the 2010 SF2 100% census data and the
2012 American Community Survey data to compute the number of children in each census
tract along with information on household ownership of cars in order to estimate access to
private transportation means. More details about the applied problem can be found in [24].
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In the model to be presented in this paper, we assume that all children need the same
level of care but we differentiate them by their insurance types (Medicaid or others), modes
of transportation (owning a vehicle or not), and locations. In this context, I is the set of




































(xij + yij) ≥ cj for j ∈ J, (3.9)∑
j
xij ≤ qmedi · pi for i ∈ I, (3.10)
∑
j
yij ≤ (1− qmedi ) · pi for i ∈ I, (3.11)
∑
j:dij≥dmaxmob
yij ≤ mothi · (1− qmedi ) · pi for i ∈ I, (3.12)
∑
j:dij≥dmaxmob
xij ≤ mmedi · qmedi · pi for i ∈ I, (3.13)
xij, yij = 0 for i ∈ I, j ∈ J such that dij ≥ dmax, (3.14)




– xij: the number of Medicaid children in census tract i ∈ I assigned to provider
j ∈ J ,
– yij: the number of non-Medicaid (e.g., privately-insured) children in census
tract i ∈ I to provider j ∈ J ,
• Parameters:
– v: the number of yearly visits required by a child,
– dij: the distance between the centroid of census tract i and provider j,
– c̄j: the maximum number of visits that can be accommodated by provider j,
– uj: a weight assigned to each provider to represent how sensitive children are
for congestedness of provider j,
– al for l = 1, 2: weights that balance the trade off between the terms in the
objective function,
– Q: the total population considered,
– q: the minimum percentage of children to be assigned overall,
– c̄medj : the maximum number of Medicaid visits provider j can accommodate,
– cj: the minimum number of visits that provider j needs to remain in practice,
– qmedi : the percentage of Medicaid children in census track i,
– pi: the number of people seeking service at census tract i,
– dmaxmob: the maximum distance people without a vehicle are willing to travel for
service,
– mmedi : the percentage of Medicaid children owning a vehicle at census tract i,
– mothi : the percentage of non-Medicaid children owning a vehicle at census tract
i, and
– dmax: the maximum distance any person would be willing to travel for service.
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Interpretations of the objective function and each constraint are in order.
The first component of the objective function is the total distance traveled to receive
services. In the second component, for a provider j, 1
c̄j
∑
i∈I v(xij + yij) is the ratio of
the assigned number of visits to the maximum number of visits provider j can accommo-
date. Therefore, the second component represents the provider preference contingent upon
congestion level. The objective function is a weighted sum of the two components.
We maximize the number of matched people by using the constraint (3.6) and setting
q as the maximum value for which the problem is feasible. The constraints (3.7) and (3.8)
ensure that the total number of visits to a provider j do not exceed its capacity for both
private and public insurance. The constraints (3.9) ensure that there is enough demand for
each provider to remain in practice. (3.10) and (3.11) ensure that the assignment of children
from census tract i to all providers does not exceed the population in need at i, for the two
insurance types. The constraints (3.12) and (3.13) represent the access barriers due to the
ownership of a vehicle. (3.14) impose the maximum travel distance for service and lastly,
the constraints (3.15) ensure the variables are nonnegative.
The optimization model provides an optimal assignment over the whole state of Geor-
gia that matches children in each census tract to providers’ locations under the constraints.
Based on the assignment, healthcare access of census tracts can be compared by calculat-
ing the average distance that children at each census tract need to travel to reach a health
care provider. In the following, zi and wi are the access measure for children enrolled in
Medicaid and those with other forms of financial access for census tract i, respectively, a











(1− qmedi ) · pi
∑
j∈J
(dij − dmax)yij for i ∈ I. (3.17)
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Note that for those who are not assigned to a provider, the maximum travel distance (dmax)
is assumed, and thus wi and zi range from 0 to dmax.
These access measures are used to identify areas that have low access. Limited re-
sources (e.g., a new facility or providers supported by public agency) are to be deployed
targeting those areas.
The problem (AP) is a linear optimization problem, with a large number of variables
for each pair of census tract and provider, and each insurance type. For example, the state
of Georgia has 1955 census tracts and 3157 provider locations, and we consider two types
of financial access, public and private. The total number of variables that are allowed to be
nonzero (i.e., after accounting for the constraint (3.14)) is approximately 2.1 million.
Figure 1(a) shows the average travel distance in miles for all census tracts in Georgia,
ranging from 0 to 25, computed by (AP). In lighter areas, mostly major cities or areas
close to major cities, children do not need to travel more than 5 miles to reach a primary
care provider whereas children in the darker census tracts, which are mostly rural areas,
have to travel near or at least 25 miles. Note that children living in some nearby census
tracts, circled in red, exhibit vastly different access measures under the model (AP). In
those regions, there are pairs of census tracts next to each other with a travel distance
difference of nearly 20 miles. Figure 1(b) shows what percentage of census tracts have
another census tract nearby whose travel distances differ more than 10 miles, for different
distances between census tracts. More than half of the census tracts have at least one census
tract within 10 miles such that their access measures differ by at least 10 miles. These large
differences between nearby census tracts result from the nature of the problem formulation,
minimizing the total travel distance over the entire state with limited resources. However,
intuitively, people living in nearby locations should experience similar level of access to
health care providers.
In addition, the resulting access measures can be sensitive to small perturbations of
the parameters in the optimization model. Because the parameters estimated from data in-
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Figure 3.1: (a) Heat map of access measure in average traveling distances. (b) Percentage
of census tracts with at least one neighboring census tracts differ more than 10 miles in
access measure, broken down by the distance between the centroids of the census tract
pair.
volve uncertainty, the sensitivity of access measure hinders reliable decision-making. For
illustration, we generated 100 sets of parameters varying within small ranges, and com-
puted the corresponding access measures of each census tract for each parameter set. The
parameter sets were obtained by multiplying the maximum capacity c̄j of each provider
j by a constant, independently sampled from the uniform distribution on [0.8, 1.2]. Such
perturbations in the capacity of a provider can be due to increasing and/or decreasing of
personnel, overtime or days off of providers, inaccurate estimation of capacity among oth-
ers. Since the random perturbation has zero mean, the total provider capacity does not
change in expectation. Figure 2 shows the range of access measure of each census tract,
that is, the difference between the maximum and the minimum access measures over the
100 runs. The darker the color, the more unstable the measure is. Census tracts in gray are
the ones whose access measure varied more than 10 miles. 85 out of 1955 census tracts
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changed more than 5 miles in access measure, and 22 census tracts changed more than 10
miles. Considering the access measure ranges from 0 to 25 miles, this implies that some
census tracts may have either high or low access, when parameters are perturbed within
a realistically small range. Thus, decision-making to allocate limited resources using the
optimization model (AP) is vulnerable to small perturbations of the model parameters.
This phenomenon may arise in the more general context of high-dimensional resource
allocation problems. A small perturbation in the input parameters may cause a dramatic
shift in assignment. A solution that is susceptible to uncertainty in input parameters makes
it hard to infer sensible recommendations to decision makers.
Figure 3.2: Range of access measure for each census tract from the 100 runs with slightly
different provider capacity.
3.4.2 Regularized Formulation
Using the motivating application in the previous sub-section, we have demonstrated the
non-smoothness and sensitivity issues in high-dimensional optimization problems with
large number of decisions made by optimizing a single objective function. In this section,
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we introduce a regularized formulation of (AP) and demonstrate smoothness and reduced
sensitivity of the access measure obtained by the new model. Motivated by the intuition
that children living in neighboring areas should experience similar level of health care ac-
cess, we add penalty terms that control smoothness of the access measure. For each pair
of census tracts within a specified distance, the objective function has an additional term,
the squared difference between their average travel distances divided by the distance be-
tween the two census tracts, thus giving a penalty for difference of their access measures,
inversely proportional to their distance. The closer two census tracts are, the more penalty




















s.t. constraints (3.6) through (3.17),
where
• dik: the distance between the centroids of census tracts i and k,
• dmaxpen : the maximum distance we penalize for difference of access measure (here we
set it to be 10 miles),
• a3, a4 : weights that balance the trade-off between the terms in the objective function,
and
• λ: regularization parameter which controls the degree of penalization.
The additional components in the objective have the role of smoothing the access mea-
sure. The regularization parameter λ dictates the amount of penalty being added to the
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objective function. The closer to one λ is, the smoother the resulting access measure is on
the spatial domain.
In order to determine a value of λ, we solved the (RAP) for varying λ values from 0 to
1 and plotted the values of F (x··,y··) (the “original” objective function) and the values of
the regularization term (the additional objective terms) for the obtained solutions, in Figure
3. We observe that for small values of λ, say, from 0 to 0.2, the rate of change in F value is
minimum while the value of the regularization term changes drastically. This is an indica-
tion that only a small amount of optimality of the original objective function is required to
be sacrificed to significantly increase the level of smoothness. As λ further increases, we
start to observe over-regularization, where the resulting solution vastly deviate from opti-
mality to make room for negligible improvement on the regularized term. Therefore, the
optimal choice of λ is where two curves are both approximately flat. We choose λ = 0.55
for the following experiments.
Figure 3.3: Trade-off between the objective function and regularization function values for
varying regularization parameter λ
Figure 4(a) shows the average travel distance in miles for children in Georgia to reach
a primary care provider, ranging from 0 to 25, computed by (RAP). Comparing with the
result from (AP) (Figure 1(a)), the regularized model’s output is smoother on the spatial
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domain. Comparing Figure 4(a) with Figure 1(a) in more detail, regions circled in red,
such as southwest of Atlanta, northeast of Atlanta, south of Athens, and census tracts close
to Albany have access measures that are not drastically different from its nearby regions.
Figure 4(b) shows the range of access measure of each census tract computed by (RAP)
using the same 100 sets of perturbed parameters used for Figure 2. For the regularized
model, only two census tracts had more than 5 miles of variation in their access measures,
compared to 85 census tracts for the original formulation (AP).
In sum, Figure 3 shows that smoothness of access measure can be achieved with a
minimal sacrifice of optimality of the original objective function and also provides a way
to determine a proper value for the regularization parameter. Figure 4 demonstrates that the
smoothing reduced sensitivity of access measure for perturbations of input parameters. In
the context of access measure application, smoothing makes the resulting access measure
more realistic and consistent with intuition and the reduced sensitivity enables decision
makers to identify low access regions more reliably.
Another uncertain parameter in the access model is the number of required visits per
year per child (v). This parameter varies depending on the recommended guidelines and/or
demand for care. Unlike the capacity of an individual provider, the number of visits affects
all terms in the objective function and all of the provider constraints, and thus, any change
would impact the dynamic of the whole matching. We increased the parameter v by 0.01
from 2.80 to 3.20, solved (AP) and (RAP) for each v value, and computed the average travel
distance of each census tract. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the change of the access
measure of each census tract for each increment of v, as a box plot (the upper plot is for
(RAP) and the lower one is (AP)). For example, the box at v = 3.00 shows the distribution
of the change in the access measure of each census tract, where v changes from 2.99 to
3.00. We find that most of the change in (RAP) are controlled within plus or minus 2 miles,
whereas the change in (AP) is unstable, even for a slight change (by 0.01) in the v value.
Similar results on the smoothness and sensitivity of outcome measures of the assign-
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Figure 3.4: (a) Heat map of access measure in average traveling distances calculated from
model RAP. (b)Range of access measure for each census tract from the 100 runs with
slightly different provider capacity calculated from model RAP.
Figure 3.5: Box plots in change of access measure during each 0.01 increase in number of
visits per year per child, calculated from regularized formulation (a) and original formula-
tion (b).
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ments can be derived for other model parameters in the motivating optimization problem.
Overall, this application demonstrates the advantages of the proposed approach for both
smoothness and robustness of the decision-making.
3.5 Discussion
This paper introduces a novel approach to making decisions from optimization models, in-
corporating local spatial dependence information while pursuing global robustness to small
perturbations in the model parameters. The approach is inspired from established method-
ology for controlling the bias-variance trade-off. While the underlying idea is simple, it can
be effective in achieving more meaningful decision making. The approach is also general,
with application to multiple optimization problems as provided in this paper.
Centralized decision making without accounting for intrinsic dependencies could result
in inequitable and ineffective implementation of the optimal decisions. This is particularly
relevant for high-dimensional optimization models where a large number of decisions need
to be made using a single objective. The constraints in the optimization models have the
role of capturing a more realistic decision solution however if spatial or some other form
of coupling is present, the solution needs to incorporate this knowledge. This aspect has
been the topic of extensive research in statistical modeling, particularly in nonparametric
regression [42] and in functional data [49], where the idea of borrowing information across
dependent data leads to estimators that achieve a better fit in the sense of the bias-variance
trade-off.
Borrowing information across spatially-dependent decisions derived using optimiza-
tion models under spatial coupling results in a decision solution that can be more mean-
ingful/realistic, as demonstrated in the applications provided in this paper. Accounting
for spatial coupling is particularly relevant for decision making when the decisions are
for highly granular geographic areas, for example, small communities or neighborhoods,
because the spatial dependence between decisions is stronger.
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When measuring healthcare access at the census tract level, a granular geographic di-
vision, communities in close proximity are expected to have similar access, according to
the first law of geography. By not accounting for spatial coupling, the optimal solution
to the optimization problem used to measure access can result in access estimates that are
different by 5-10 miles for neighboring communities. If interventions are to be targeted
based on such estimates, resources could be allocated inequitably.
The decisions made using regularized optimization are not only more realistic but can
also be robust to small perturbations of the model parameters if the regularization penalty
controls the sensitivity of the solution or functions of the solution. For example, the penalty
considered in the motivating application can be interpreted as a measure of the variability
in the outcome function of the decision, the access measure. The experiments provided in
the motivating application indeed demonstrate robustness to variations in both global and
local model parameters.
One potential limitation of the proposed approach is its higher computational complex-
ity over the non-regularized version of the optimization problem, particularly if the penalty
incorporates both L1 and L2 regularization. A second limitation is the specification of the
regularization penalty, which needs to incorporate knowledge about the dependency in the
outcome functions of the solution.
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CHAPTER 4
VARIABLE PARTITIONING FOR DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we introduce an approach for partitioning decision variables while decom-
posing a large-scale optimization problem for the best performance of distributed solution
methods. Solving a large-scale optimization problem sequentially can be computationally
challenging. One classic approach to address this computational challenge is to decompose
the problem into smaller sub-problems and solve them in a distributed fashion. However,
as we show in this paper, the decomposition of variables to form the set of sub-problems is
key in reducing the computational effort when the optimization formulation involves com-
plex constraints. To introduce and illustrate the approach to variable partitioning proposed
in this paper, we focus on one of the most popular distributed optimization methods, dual
decomposition and distributed sub-gradient methods. Based on a theoretical guarantee on
its convergence rate, we explain that a partition of variables can critically affect the speed
of convergence and highlight the importance of the number of dualized constraints. We
consider various partitioning methods, ones that are based on given domain knowledge
and others based on clustering algorithms. In particular, we introduce a novel partition-
ing approach that focuses on reducing the number of dualized constraints by utilizing a
community detection algorithm from physics literature. Empirical experiments using a real
application show that the proposed method significantly accelerates the convergence of the
distributed sub-gradient method. The performance of the proposed method improves as the
size of the problem increases, and as each constraint involves more variables.
4.1 Introduction
Solving large-scale optimization problems using one computer core and sequential com-
puting can be computationally challenging due to the data storage and retrieval, and due to
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the computational load and memory usage for obtaining an optimal solution. Distributed
computing is a popular framework for tackling the computational complexity of large-scale
optimization [50, 38, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Distributed computing for op-
timization problems involves two computational considerations: the decomposition into
smaller sub-problems in a way that each sub-problem can be stored and solved in a single
machine, and the derivation of a solution for the original optimization problem by (iter-
atively) solving the sub-problems [38, 51, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Applications of
distributed optimization arise in various emerging areas, such as resource allocation over
large-scale networks [53, 54, 60], aircraft coordination [52, 55], and estimation problem in
sensor networks [61].
One classic approach to the decomposition of an optimization problem is the dual de-
composition. It decomposes an optimization problem into smaller sub-problems by re-
laxing some of the constraints. Then, the resulting Lagrangian dual is often solved by a
distributed sub-gradient algorithm [54, 55, 58, 59, 60]. Another decomposition technique
is introducing copy variables and the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
is commonly used in the distributed algorithm [38]. Dantzig-Wolfe (DW) decomposition
is another popular method for large-scale optimization. However, each sub-problem in the
DW decomposition is not a part of the original optimization problem. Solutions of the sub-
problems in each iteration do not form a solution for the original optimization problem,
but find nonbasic variables whose reduced costs are negative (in case of minimization) at
the current basis. In this paper, we consider a methodology that decomposes the original
optimization problem into sub-problems whose solutions form an approximate solution for
the original optimization problem.
Most of the existing research has focused on developing either a new decomposition
technique or a novel distributed algorithm. However, regardless of a decomposition tech-
nique (e.g., dual decomposition) or a distributed solution algorithm (e.g., sub-gradient
method), partitioning the decision variables across sub-problems remains one of the key
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challenges in distributed optimization. For instance, for a network optimization problem
over a graph, should we define a sub-problem for each node or a group of nodes? If a
sub-problem may contain multiple nodes, how should we assign nodes to sub-problems?
Research discussing such aspects in distributed optimization is limited. In [62], a dis-
tributed block splitting algorithm based on graph projection splitting was introduced for
decomposing and solving large-scale problems in parallel in which the objective function
is separable by blocks of variables. However, the same paper pointed out that, in practice, it
was not obvious which subset of variables should be processed together versus on separate
machines. There have been other efforts to determine how a complex system should be
partitioned to achieve faster convergence, for example, the spectral clustering technique in
[63] and the simultaneous partitioning and coordination strategy in [64]. However, these
works focused on specific applications with relatively small numbers of variables (a few
hundreds or less).
The computational approach in this paper is motivated by the observation that a de-
composition of an optimization problem (in other words, a partition of decision variables)
critically affects the computational performance of distributed optimization algorithms.
For illustration, we used one of the most common approaches in distributed optimization,
dual decomposition and distributed sub-gradient method. Sub-gradient methods have been
shown to converge to optimality as long as the resulting Lagrangian dual satisfies strong
duality, regardless of which constraints are dualized or how decision variables are parti-
tioned [65]. However, our empirical analysis shows that the convergence may be extremely
slow, potentially not reaching convergence even after a large number of iterations (e.g., ten
thousands), especially when there is a large number of highly complex constraints.
In this paper, we provide a theoretical explanation of why a partition of decision vari-
ables can affect the convergence of distributed sub-gradient methods. In relation to the
theoretical upper bound for the convergence rate of sub-gradient methods established in
literature [66, 67], we explain the importance of minimizing the number of dualized con-
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straints to achieve faster convergence of distributed sub-gradient methods. The intuition is
that the more “similar” the Lagrangian relaxation and the original problems are, the more
desirable it is for the empirical performance of sub-gradient methods, yielding faster con-
vergence results.
A key contribution of this paper consists of the novel methods to find a partition of
decision variables for dual decomposition and to solve the resulting sub-problems with the
blocks of variables. Our focus is dualizing as fewer numbers of constraints as possible
while decomposing a large-scale optimization problem. We construct a graph representing
the relationship between variables given by constraints and apply clustering algorithms to
the graph to identify subsets of variables to be grouped together. In particular, we illustrate
with a novel method using a community detection algorithm from the physics literature [68,
69]. The goal of community detection is to identify community structures within a network,
in other words, to find groups of nodes in such a way the connections within each group
are dense while there is little connectivity between the groups. Roughly speaking, we use
community detection to group decision variables that tend to appear in constraints together
so that the number of constraints that involve variables over multiple sub-problems (thus,
need to be dualized) is minimized. Community detection has been applied to the Internet,
citation networks, social networks among others [70]. In a recent work [71], community
detection was used as a subroutine of an algorithm to find a Lagrangian relaxation for
mixed integer programs with a tighter dual bound. On the other hand, our paper focuses on
addressing the variable partitioning issue in the context of distributed optimization.
The proposed approach is general and applicable to various problem classes, but for
illustration purpose, we present the proposed method applied to transportation problems as
follows. First, we construct a graph whose nodes represent demand locations. Two nodes
are connected if there is a constraint involving the two demand locations (e.g., a supply
location can serve the two demand locations and there is a capacity limit constraint at the
supply location). Each edge is weighted by the number of constraints involving the two
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demand locations. Then, we apply a variable partitioning,for example, the community de-
tection, to the graph to find a partition of demand locations. The community detection
algorithm identifies communities of demand locations such that demand locations in the
same community are densely ‘connected’ by the constraints but those in different com-
munities are sparsely ‘connected’ by the constraints. Then, we decompose the original
optimization problem into blocks of demand locations given by the community detection,
thus reducing the number of dualized constraints by utilizing the community structure. Our
empirical illustration in Section 4.4 shows that the method introduced in this paper signifi-
cantly accelerates the convergence of distributed sub-gradient methods.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we review dual decomposition and sub-
gradient methods in Section 4.2. In this section, we also analyze why decomposition is
important for the performance of sub-gradient methods. In Section 4.3, we introduce sev-
eral partitioning methods including the new approach using community detection. We
illustrate its empirical performance for a real application in Section 4.4 and conclude in
Section 4.5.
4.2 Dual Decomposition and Sub-gradient Method
Dual decomposition is a common technique for decomposing a large-scale optimization
problem into smaller sub-problems [65, 55, 59]. Given a partition of decision variables,
constraints that are over multiple groups of variables are relaxed and added to the objective
function as penalty terms for violation, so that the Lagrangian relaxation is decomposable
into smaller sub-problems. In this section, we first review the dual decomposition tech-
nique, followed by a distributed sub-gradient algorithm. We also analyze its convergence
rate established in the existing literature and discuss why the convergence may be slow.
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4.2.1 Transportation Problem
The transportation problem is a general class of problems, in which commodities are trans-
ported from a set of sources to a set of destinations. Let xij denote the matching variable
from demand location i ∈ I to supply location j ∈ J . Let X denote the |I| × |J | matrix












xij ≥ mi for i ∈ I, (4.2)
∑
i∈Ij
xij ≤ sj for j ∈ J, (4.3)
X ≥ 0, (4.4)
where mi is the minimum demand that needs to be satisfied at each demand location i ∈ I ,
sj is the maximum capacity at each supply location j ∈ J , wij is the cost associated with
demand location i getting one unit of goods from supply location j, Ji is the set of supply
locations that can serve demand location i, and Ij is the set of demand locations that can be
served by supply location j. In real applications where there is a large number of demand
and supply locations, it is often assumed that each demand location can only be served by
a subset of supply locations. For instance, in logistics, suppliers may have access only to
a few demand locations due to regions of operations, or that some demand locations are
simply too far away. In this paper, we consider only continuous decision variables. For
example, xij may be a number of service hours assigned to demand location i from supply
location j.
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4.2.2 Dual Decomposition and Distributed Sub-gradient Method
In this section we review distributed sub-gradient method for (GP) with a straightforward
partition of decision variables, a sub-problem for each demand location i. In order for (GP)
to be decomposed for each i, all of the supply constraints (4.3) are relaxed and appended
as penalties for their violation to the objective function. Let λj ≥ 0 be the dual variable for












A distributed sub-gradient algorithm for solving the Lagrangian dual is given as follows.
Distributed Sub-gradient Algorithm
1. Choose a starting point Λ1. Let t := 1 (first iteration).
2. Solve the local optimization problem (LRi) with Λ = Λt for each demand location
i ∈ I to obtain X ti .
3. If a given stopping criterion is satisfied, stop. Otherwise, t := t + 1, update the
multipliers as below, and go to Step 2:
λt+1j = max{λtj + αt(
∑
i∈Ij
xtij − sj), 0} for j ∈ J. (4.5)








then the value of g(Λt) converges to the optimal objective function value of (GP) (e.g., see
[65]). Moreover, the running average of the primal iterates X t becomes asymptotically
optimal for (GP) as t goes to infinity [72, 58].
4.2.3 Analyzing Convergence Rate of Sub-gradient Method
Convergence rates of sub-gradient methods have been established under various settings
[66, 67]. We first review a convergence rate result of the sub-gradient method with the
step-size given in (4.6) and discuss its slow convergence and our proposed approach to
address it.
Since sub-gradient methods do not improve monotonically, it is common to keep track
of the best solution up to the current iteration. Let g denote the objective function of the
Lagrangial dual and let Λtbest denote the solution having the lowest g value at the end of
iteration t. Let R be an upper bound on the distance between the initial dual solution and
the set of optimal dual solutions, i.e., ||Λ1 − Λ?||2 ≤ R. Also, let G be an upper bound on





ij − sj for j ∈ J . From [66], we have the following upper bound on the







However, depending on the value of its numerator, the upper bound may converge to zero so
slowly that it does not approach zero even at a large value of t (e.g., hundreds of thousands).
See Figure 4.1 illustrating the significant difference in the convergence of the upper bound
depending on the value of the numerator where αt = 1t . More importantly, the optimality
gap itself may not approach zero even after a large number of iterations under the dual
decomposition for each demand location. We emphasize that the slow convergence of the
theoretical upper bound applies to any optimization problem, not limited to transportation
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Figure 4.1: Convergence of the theoretical guarantee of optimality gap with different nu-
merator values and αt = 1t .
problems used for illustration in this paper.
Next we discuss possible ways to speed up the convergence of the upper bound. The
upper bound contains the step size {αt}, an upper bound R on the distance between the ini-
tial dual solution and the optimal dual solution set, and an upper boundG on the magnitude
of the sub-gradients. Adjusting the step size is an easy choice for accelerating sub-gradient
methods, but it is specific to each application and purely empirical. Another important
component that governs the behavior of the upper bound is the number of dualized con-
straints, because it equals the dimension of dual parameter vector Λ and the dimension of
the sub-gradients. Therefore, the number of dualized constraints is closely related to the
magnitude of R and G, and thus, directly affects the convergence of the upper bound.
In addition, note that each component of the sub-gradient at a primal solution X is the
violation of the corresponding dualized constraint at X . Thus, the fewer dualized con-
straints are violated (and the smaller magnitude the violations are), the lower the magni-
tude of the sub-gradient is. This again emphasizes the importance of the number of du-
alized constraints. Dualizing more constraints leads to a more relaxed feasible region of
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the resulting Lagrangian relaxation. Then, the primal iterations obtained while running the
sub-gradient method have more “room” to deviate from the original feasible region, thus
allowing violations of more dualized constraints and also larger violations, which leads to
higher magnitudes of the sub-gradients, and thus, a higherG value and slower convergence.
For the transportation problem and the dual decomposition introduced in the previous
section, the intuition provided above is interpreted as follows. The Lagrangian relaxation of
(GP) is obtained by dualizing all of the supply constraints (4.3), so the resulting relaxation
differs significantly from the original problem. The sub-problem (LRi) for demand location
i is simply matching the demand of i to accessible supply locations where the values of the
dual multipliers make the location i prefer some supply locations than others. Thus, the
competition among demand locations for limited resources is only indirectly reflected via
the dual multipliers. In other words, the level of decomposition is so fine that each sub-
problem (LRi) loses an important aspect of the original problem, which makes the overall
convergence slow.
A partition of decision variables critically affects the computational performance of the
sub-gradient method, and the goal of this paper is to develop a novel method to find a de-
composition that speeds up distributed algorithms. In the context of dual decomposition,
we aim at dualizing as fewer numbers of constraints as possible while taking the com-
putational advantage of distributed computing. Consider decomposing (GP) into a given
number of sub-problems by partitioning demand locations. The demand constraints (4.2)
are decomposable by demand locations, but the supply constraints (4.3) are not. Given
a partition of demand locations, those supply constraints involving demand locations in
multiple groups need to be dualized in order for the remaining constraints to be decompos-
able. Herein we define two demand locations connected if and only if there exists a supply
location that can serve both of the demand locations, i.e., they appear together in the ca-
pacity constraint of the supplier. Then, finding a decomposition with a minimal number
of dualized constraints translates into finding a partition in which demand locations in the
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same group are closely connected and those from different groups are loosely connected.
We expand on this idea in the next section after discussing two other partitioning methods
which are based on external knowledge.
4.3 Partitioning Methods and Block Dual Decomposition
In this section, we introduce a novel framework for distributed optimization, consisting of
two steps:
• Step 1: Variable partitioning; and
• Step 2: Block dual decomposition.
The proposed approach uses the structure of constraints in order to speed up the conver-
gence of distributed sub-gradient methods. We illustrate the approach using the transporta-
tion problem, but we also introduce a general version of the framework in Section 4.3.3.
4.3.1 Step 1: Variable Partitioning
In this section, we discuss three approaches to partitioning decision variables. The three ap-
proaches apply generally to networks with an established structure but we will specifically
introduce the approaches in the context of geographically or spatially structured networks,
such as in transportation problems. The first approach assumes that we have prior knowl-
edge about grouping of the variables, for example, grouping the variables according to an
established division of the geographic space. The second approach is employing a clus-
tering algorithm using information about the similarity among the variables, for example,
geographic distance between the regions corresponding to the variables. Lastly, we intro-
duce a partitioning method using community detection, which utilizes the structure of the
optimization problem itself.
The output of these approaches consists of blocks of variables; those variables assigned
to different block are assumed to be de-coupled while those within the same block are
assumed to be coupled within the distributed optimization problem.
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Prior Knowledge.
In many applications, particularly in transportation problems, there may already exist some
prior knowledge that suggests how the decision variables can be partitioned into different
blocks. In cases where variables correspond to geographic locations, a grouping of the
variables can be based on geographical sub-areas, such as county, census tracts, health
districts, etc.
Clustering.
Clustering algorithms such as k-means can be used to obtain a partition of decision vari-
ables, given that a notion of similarity between the decision variables (or between groups of
decision variables) is defined. In applications to transportation problems, the Euclidean or
travel distance can be used as a similarity measure for clustering demand locations. For a
given number of clusters K, the clustering algorithm iteratively finds a partition of demand
locations into K clusters, in such a way each demand location belongs to the cluster whose
center is the closest in distance. Another view of this approach is partitioning the network
space into Voronoi cells, where, loosely speaking, the demand locations in each of the cell
are close in distance. In Section 4.4.2, we discuss how the granularity of the partition, or
the number of clusters, affects the performance of the sub-gradient algorithm.
Community Detection.
In this section we consider an approach that uses the structure of the optimization for-
mulation itself to partition decision variables into blocks. We first build a network graph
representing how decision variables (or groups of decision variables) are related through
constraints. Then, we apply a community detection algorithm to find a partition informed
by the structure of constraints of the optimization problem.
In the context of the transportation problem, we first build a network graph of demand
locations. Consider a graph of n nodes, with each node representing one demand location.
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Two nodes are connected by an edge if the corresponding demand locations are connected,
that is, the two demand locations have access to a common supplier. The edge is weighted
by the number of suppliers that can serve both of the locations, i.e., the number of con-
straints the two demand locations appear together. To this network, we apply a community
detection algorithm to identify communities of demand locations where those in the same
community are densely connected and those in different ones are sparsely connected. Then,
we decompose the optimization problem according to the communities.
Among various algorithms developed in the community detection literature, we use the
fast hierarchical agglomeration algorithm proposed by Clauset, Newman, and Moore [73].
The computational complexity of the algorithm is linear in the size of the network for many
real-world networks. We briefly explain how the algorithm works below.
The community detection algorithm is based on a measure of a partition called the
modularity, which evaluates how dense connections are within communities and how few
there are between communities [74]. Before defining the measure, we introduce some
notation. An n-by-n weighted adjacency matrix C is defined as
Cvw =

evw if nodes v and w are connected,
0 otherwise,
where evw is the weight of the edge (v, w). Consider a partition of the nodes and for a
node v, let cv denote the community to which v belongs. Let δ(cv, cw) be 1 if cv = cw and
0 otherwise. Let m = 1
2
∑
v,w Cvw be the sum of weights of all edges in the graph and
let kv =
∑
w Cvw be the sum of weights of all edges from v. Then, the modularity of a












In the above definition, the fraction kvkw/(2m) is the expected number of edges between
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v and w where m edges are randomly assigned between nodes. Thus, the modularity
measures how strong the community structure is over a random assignment of edges. More
details of the modularity measure can be found in [73, 74, 68]. In practice, networks with
the modularity greater than 0.3 appear to indicate significant community structure [68].
The community detection algorithm starts with a trivial division where each of the
demand location forms a community. Then, it repeatedly joins two communities that results
in the biggest increase of the modularity, until it reaches a partition where none of the joint
operations improves the modularity score. More details of the algorithm can be found in
[73].
4.3.2 Block Dual Decomposition
Each block in the output of the aforementioned variable partitioning algorithms may in-
clude multiple demand locations. Thus, the corresponding dual decomposition yields sub-
problems that include blocks of demand locations, and thus we call the proposed approach
block dual decomposition. However, we emphasize that a grouping of decision variables
vary by a partitioning method and that the community detection method groups those that
are closely connected in the network graph representing the structure of the constraints.
This characteristic of our approach makes the resulting sub-problems keep as much struc-
ture of the original optimization problem as possible, which is critical for the performance
of the distributed sub-gradient method as explained in Section 4.2.3 and empirically shown
in Section 4.4.
Let Ib for b = 1, . . . , B be the partition of demand locations given by the partitioning
algorithms, thus satisfying ∪Bb=1Ib = I and Ib ∩ Ib′ = ∅ for b 6= b′. Let Jb be the set
of supply locations that can serve the demand locations in Ib (e.g., within a pre-specified
distance). Note that the set Jb’s may not be disjoint as opposed to Ib’s. For each block b,
the suppliers that can serve only the demand locations in the block are said to be interior
suppliers of block b, denoted as J inb , and the suppliers that are not interior suppliers but can
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serve a demand location in Ib are called boundary suppliers of block b, denoted as Joutb .
Let J in = ∪Bb=1J inb and Jout = ∪Bb=1Joutb . Note that J inb for b = 1, . . . , B are disjoint. For a
demand location i, let b(i) denote the block to which i belongs.


















xij ≥ mi for i ∈ I, (4.10)
∑
i∈Ij
xij ≤ sj for j ∈ J in, (4.11)
X ≥ 0. (4.12)
Note that among the supply side constraints (4.3), only those corresponding to boundary
suppliers were dualized in (BLR). Consequently, a fewer number of dual variables are
needed than in the previous section. By following similar steps to those of the previous
















xij ≥ mi for i ∈ Ib,
∑
i∈Ij
xij ≤ sj for j ∈ J inb ,
Xi ≥ 0 for i ∈ Ib.
The resulting distributed subgradient algorithm is as follows.
Distributed Subgradient Algorithm with Block Dual Decomposition
1. Choose a starting point: Λ1 = 0. Let t := 1.
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2. Solve the local optimization problem (BLRb) for each demand block b to obtain X ti
for i ∈ Ib.
3. If (some stopping criterion) is satisfied, stop. Otherwise, t := t + 1, update the
multipliers as below, and go to Step 2:




 , 0} for j ∈ Jout. (4.13)
4.3.3 A General Approach
We have illustrated details of the block dual decomposition with community detection un-
der the transportation problem setting. In this section, we present a similar approach, but




s.t. Ax ≤ b,
where A ∈ Rm×n and f : Rn → R is decomposable for each component of x, i.e.,
f(x) =
∑
i=1,...,n fi(xi). For this general formulation, we illustrate how our approach
can be applied to find a partition of decision variables for which the corresponding dual
decomposition dualizes a minimal number of constraints.
Construct a graph in which each node represents a decision variable. Two nodes are
connected if the two decision variables appear together in a constraint and the edge is
weighted by the number of constraints they appear together. Note that in this section,
each node represents a decision variable as opposed to the previous section where each
node corresponds to a demand location for the transportation problem. Then, we apply the
community detection algorithm to this network in order to identify a partition of decision
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variables where connections within a group are dense but those between groups are sparse.
A weighted adjacency matrix C is constructed as follows. We first form an indicator matrix
Ã ∈ Rm×n such that for all i = 1, ...,m and j = 1, ..., n,
Ãij =

1 if Aij > 0 or Aij < 0
0 if Aij = 0.
Thus, Ãij = 1 if xi appears in constraint j. Then, an n-by-n weighted adjacency matrix C
is defined as C = ÃÃT , thus Cuv is the number of times variables xu and xv appear in the
same constraint, for all u = 1, ..., n and v = 1, ..., n. Then, the modularity score of a parti-
tion is computed by using this C matrix as (4.8) and the community detection algorithm is
applied. If the objective function is decomposable by groups of decision variables instead
of each individual variable, then the aforementioned algorithm can be trivially extended by
treating each block of variables as one node in the graph.
4.4 Numerical Results
In this section, we present experimental results for the distributed optimization framework
with application to the transportation problem. We first explain the application and prob-
lem generation setup. Then, we empirically compare the sub-gradient method with the
dual decomposition for each demand location (Section 4.2) and the three block approaches
(Section 4.3) for problem instances with varying sizes and network structures. The dis-
tributed sub-gradient method was implemented in Julia, a high-performance programming
language for numerical computing [75], along with Gurobi for optimization. For both the
sequential and the parallel implementations, we used Intel Core Haswell Processors with
16 GB RAM on a Linux server with X86-64 bit architecture.
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4.4.1 Problem Setup
In the experimental study, we generated problem instances based on an optimization model
from a real application: matching children in need of primary care to healthcare providers
in Georgia. The optimization problem takes the form of a general optimization model (GP)
and it minimizes the total distance that patients have to travel to receive care.
In this problem setting, each demand location is a census tract and each supply location
is a healthcare provider. Census tracts are used as proxies of communities and they form
a contiguous division of a state. The patient population is aggregated at the census tract
level using the geographic division established in the 2010 SF2 100% census data. In order
to compute the number of children in each census tract, the 2012 American Community
Survey data were used. Providers’ practice location addresses, i.e., supply locations, were
obtained from the 2013 National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES). More
details about the application problem can be found in [76].
In the optimization problem, the decision variable xij denotes the number of children
in demand location i ∈ I assigned to supply location j ∈ J ; wij is the distance between the
demand location i and supply location j; mi is the minimum number of patients needed to
be served at demand location i; sj is the maximum number of patients supply location j can
accommodate. We allow the variables xij to be fractional for the computational tractability
of the problem, and also because the number of children to be assigned from each location
is typically large (approximately 2500-8000 children). In this application problem, there
are 1955 demand locations and 3157 supply locations.
Using this optimization problem, we created problem instances with different sizes to
evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed methodology with the problem size.
First, we divided the map of Georgia into 50 blocks, 10 horizontally by 5 vertically, based
on the longitudinal and latitudinal coordinates. Then, we counted the number of census
tracts and provider locations in each block. For each block, we constructed a histogram of
the demands (mi’s) of the census tracts in the block. We also obtained a histogram of the
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supply capacities (sj’s) of providers in each block. Then, we generated a problem instance
for a given number of demand and supply locations as follows. We determined the number
of demand locations in each block in a way that the numbers of demand locations in dif-
ferent blocks of a generated instance are proportional to the numbers of demand locations
in blocks of the original problem. In the same way we determined the number of supply
locations in each block. Positions of demand and supply locations in each block were sam-
pled randomly from the uniform distribution over the block. For each demand or supply
location, the amount of demand or capacity was sampled from the empirical histogram of
the block for demand or supply, respectively. In addition, a demand location i was said to
have access to a supply location j if the distance wij between them is less than or equal to
a given threshold dmax. By changing the threshold dmax on the traveling distance, we were
able to adjust the connectivity between demand and supply locations, thus changing the
connectivity of the network. A lower dmax indicates a sparser network. A dummy supply
location was included to guarantee feasibility.
4.4.2 Partitioning Methods
As an example of partitioning based on prior knowledge (Section 4.3.1), we grouped the
census tracts based on their corresponding public health district affiliation. The Geor-
gia Department of Public Health funds and collaborates with the public health districts
throughout the state, while each health district oversees the operation of its affiliated health
departments. There are 10 health districts in Georgia.
Similarly to partitioning based on prior knowledge, the clustering method (e.g. using
k-means) uses the external (geographical) information for partitioning. Moreover, among
the three partitioning methods considered in this paper, the clustering-based method is
the only one for which a user can choose the number of blocks. The granularity of a
partition is critical for the performance of the sub-gradient method, because it affects the
number of iterations for the sub-gradient method to converge and the level of difficulty
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of the sub-problems. In an extreme case where there is only one block, the sub-gradient
method takes simply one iteration, but the sub-problem (which is the original problem) is
the most complex comparing to that of any other partition. As a decomposition becomes
finer, the resulting sub-problems become smaller, but the sub-gradient method requires
more iteration to converge as we explained in Section 4.2.3.
Figure 4.2 illustrates this trade-off for the application considered. We generated a prob-
lem instance with 500 demand locations and 500 supply locations and the clusters were
obtained using the k-means algorithm. The figure shows the CPU time to solve the largest
sub-problem on average over different iterations and the number of iterations for the sub-
gradient method to converge, for varying numbers of clusters. Note that in a synchronous
distributed computing framework, the largest sub-problem is likely to be the bottleneck in
each iteration. The time to solve the largest sub-problem was similar over different itera-
tions. When k is greater than 9, the performance of the block dual decomposition becomes
almost equivalent to the dual decomposition for individual demand locations, which con-
verges in 2437 iterations.
This figure thus shows that the performance of the clustering-based partitioning method
is affected heavily by the number of clusters and indicates that an optimal number of clus-
ters must be determined specifically for a given problem instance. In the experiments in the
next section, in order to fairly compare different partitioning methods, we choose k for the
k-means to be the same as the number of blocks resulting from the community detection
method.
The third variable partitioning approach, community detection, uses the optimization
problem itself. We compare all three approaches in the next section.
4.4.3 Comparative Results
In this section, we generate multiple problem instances with varying size and complexity,
and compare the empirical performance of the sub-gradient method with four decomposi-
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Figure 4.2: Trade-off between the number of iterations to reach convergence and the aver-
age time to compute the largest subproblem in each iteration.
tion approaches:
Baseline: Dual decomposition for each demand location;
Geo-HD: Block dual decomposition with the variable partitioning given by a geographic
sub-regions (the health district grouping);
Geo-KM: Block dual decomposition with the variable partitioning given by k-means clus-
tering of the demand locations using geographic distances; and
Opt-CD: Block dual decomposition with the variable partitioning given by the community
detection based on the constraint structure of the optimization problem itself.
We first implemented the sub-gradient method with the variable partitioning methods
in a sequential computing fashion, that is, all sub-problems in each iteration are solved
sequentially using one computing node. In addition, we implemented a parallel version
of the sub-gradient method for the block dual decomposition approaches in a distributed
computing framework. The parallel implementation solves the sub-problems (BLRb) in
parallel at each iteration using three computing cores. The step size αt was chosen to be
c/t, where c is a constant scaling factor. For all of the methods, we considered different
values of the scaling factor (c = 1/10, 1/50, 1/25, 1/80, and 1/100), but all of the methods
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between the baseline dual decomposition and the block dual de-
composition for 1000 demand locations and 1000 supply locations.
had the fastest convergence for the same c value at 1/25, which we used for this compar-
ison. We measured the number of iterations and the time in seconds (the CPU time for
the sequential version and the wall clock time for the parallel version) required to reach a
certain optimality gap percentage.
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison for a problem instance with 1000 demand locations,
1000 supply locations, and dmax = 20(miles) generated as explained in Section 4.4.1.
The instance has 67,163 decision variables in total. We set K = 6 for the clustering-
based approach to be consistent with the number of blocks yielded from the community
detection algorithm. Figure 4.3 shows how the optimality gap progressed as a function of
the number of iterations for sequential implementations of the baseline and the three block
dual decompositions. Each method was terminated when the dual objective function value
was within 5% of the true optimal objective function value.
Under any of the three partitioning methods, the block dual decomposition approach
requires significantly fewer iterations to achieve the same optimality gap than the baseline
decomposition. The Baseline method reached the stopping criterion after 17,231 iterations.
On the other hand, Geo-HD, Geo-KM, and Opt-CD finished after 3234, 1965, and 1881
iterations, respectively. The Baseline took about 9.6 hours, but the Geo-HD, Geo-KM, and
Opt-CD took 53, 26, and 37 minutes, respectively.
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Table 4.1: Size of different problem instances.
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3
Problem Size
# Demand Locations 500 1,000 1,500
# Supply Locaitons 500 1,000 1,500
# Variables 26,444 67,163 228,000
# Blocks with Geo-HD 10 10 10
# Blocks with Geo-KM 7 6 6
# Blocks with Opt-CD 7 6 6
Table 4.1 shows the size of additional problem instances, along with the number of
blocks from the three partitioning methods. Table 4.2 shows similar comparisons on rate
of convergence in number of iterations and computing time. Note that the community
detection algorithm may result in a partition of the variables with many small communities
or blocks. This is because many demand locations are in distant rural areas and have poor
access to health care providers. For example, in the problem instance 2, the community
detection algorithm yielded 10 blocks, with 4 small ones each of which has less than 20
demand locations. In Table 4.2, we only counted the communities with more than 20
demand locations. As the size of the problem grew, each algorithm took more iterations
and more time to reach 5% optimality gap and the discrepancies between the methods also
grew. The sequential version of the three block dual decomposition approaches achieved
faster convergence in both the number of iterations and the run time than the Baseline
by a large margin. The parallel implementations of the three block methods using three
computing nodes yielded 2-2.5 times speed up comparing to their sequential counterparts.
In order to evaluate how the connectivity of the network graph affects the performance
of the partitioning methods, we constructed problem instances with 1500 demand locations
and 500 supply locations, but different values of dmax = 20, 25, and 30 in miles. Recall
that dmax is the maximum distance to travel and that a supply location is accessible from
a demand location if the distance between them does not exceed dmax. Thus, the larger
dmax is, each supply constraint involves more decision variables. In the network of de-
mand locations for community detection (defined in Section 4.3.1), two demand locations
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Table 4.2: Comparison on reaching 5% optimality gap for problem instances with varying
sizes.
Instance 1 Instance 2 Instance 3
# Iterations
Baseline 4,375 17,231 >8,000
Block with Geo-HD 568 3,233 3,164
Block with Geo-KM 163 1,965 4,122
Block with Opt-CD 345 1,881 1,555
Run Time
(in Seconds)
Baseline 1,723 34,532 >300,000
Block with Geo-HD 212 7,546 12,959
Block with Geo-KM 72 3,846 17,988
Block with Opt-CD 133 5,115 6,016
Dist Block Geo-HD 83 3,210 6,712
Dist Block Geo-KM 41 1,577 9,144
Dist Block Opt-CD 52 2,243 2,956
are connected if they share an accessible supply location, and thus, a larger value of dmax
implies a more dense network. Figure 4.4 compares the baseline and the three approaches
using block partitioning up to 2500 iterations for the three instances with different connec-
tivity. For the three values of dmax = 20, 25, and 30, each demand location had access to
51, 68 and 84 providers on average, respectively.
We observe that the approaches using block partioning perform better than the baseline
consistently for different values of dmax, but the discrepancy of performance gets larger
as the threshold increases. For dmax = 30 at the 2500th iteration, the optimality gap is
39% for the baseline, and 32%, 19%, and 15% for the block with Geo-HD, Geo-KM, and
Opt-CD, respectively. For dmax = 25, the optimality gap is 31% for the baseline, and 27%,
9%, and 10% for the block with the three partition methods respectively. For dmax = 20,
the optimality gap is 19% for the baseline, and 11%, 2%, and 6% for the block with the
three partition methods respectively. Thus, the performance of the block approaches, and
also that of the community detection approach, is significantly improved as the network
becomes more dense.
The effect of the network structure on the performance can be explained geometrically
as follows. For a larger value of the threshold, each provider is accessible from more de-
mand locations and thus, each provider constraint contains more decision variables. In
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that case, dualizing each provider constraint results in a bigger change on the feasible re-
gion in the following sense. For example, consider the following two relaxations: relaxing
x1 + x2 ≤ 1 from {(x1, x2) | x1 + x2 ≤ 1, x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0} and relaxing x1 ≤ 1 from
{(x1, x2) | x1 ≤ 1, x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0}. The former can be viewed to yield a bigger change
than the latter. In this sense, when dmax is larger, dualizing each provider constraint causes
a bigger change on the feasible region. Moreover, note that the baseline dual decompo-
sition dualizes more provider constraints than the proposed approach. Therefore, as dmax
increases, the discrepancy between the feasible regions of the Lagrangian relaxation and of
the original problem becomes more significant for the baseline than it does for the block
approaches. Thus, when dmax increases (i.e., the network gets more dense), the baseline
performs more poorly as compared to the block approaches.
The block dual decomposition with different partitioning methods consistently outper-
form the baseline dual decomposition in all of our experiments. It is however worthwhile
to note that, although k-means seems to produce better results among the three in most
settings, it highly depends on the inherent problem structure, and should be compared on a
case by case basis.
4.5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a novel approach for determining a partition of decision variables
while decomposing a large-scale optimization problem in a way that improves the perfor-
mance of distributed optimization methods. We first showed that the partitioning of the
decision variables in dual decomposition could be crucial for the empirical performance of
a distributed sub-gradient method. Then, we proposed three methods for finding a partition
of variables that minimizes the number of constraints being dualized. Our method groups
variables that should be in the same sub-problem in order to achieve the best performance
of distributed methods.
The experimental study using the real application shows that the proposed approach
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Figure 4.4: Comparison on rate of convergence between the dual decomposition and the
block dual decomposition with varying network structures.
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can be used to find a partition for dual decomposition that speeds up the convergence of
distributed sub-gradient methods and that the performance of our approach is significantly
better as each constraint involves more variables and thus, the connectivity among the vari-
ables gets stronger. In addition, the proposed methodology can be easily combined with
other established techniques that improve the rate of convergence, such as incremental
methods [77], smoothing techniques [78, 38], adaptive subgradient methods [79] among
others.
We highlight here that research in computer science has introduced approaches and
algorithms for sub-problem decompositions in a way that communication between com-
puting nodes are minimized [80, 81, 82, 83]; however, there are some key differences
between those works and this paper. First, our goal for finding a decomposition is not to
minimize communication but to minimize the number of constraints being dualized, in or-
der to conserve as much structure of the original problem as possible while decomposing
the optimization problem. Also, each node in the network of this paper represents not a
computing node but a decision variable or a group of decision variables (such as a demand
location in the transportation problem). While we focused on speeding up the convergence
of the distributed method in this paper, the proposed methodology may also be used for
minimizing communication between computing nodes, which is a future research topic.
Another potential future research is examining whether the proposed variable parti-
tioning method can be applied to other distributed optimization approaches. Coordinate
descent methods [54, 56, 84] have gained popularity recently. In coordinate descent meth-
ods, variables are partitioned into groups, one of which is chosen to be updated in each
iteration. Thus, the approach proposed in this paper can also be used to find a partition
for coordinate descent methods; which may also benefit from the community structure of
decision variables found by our approach.
One limitation of the proposed approach is load balancing. None of the introduced
partitioning methods guarantees sub-problems with equal sizes. A very large block that
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dominates the execution time can effect the level of speedup due to synchronization. One
approach is to design a partition algorithm that penalizes on the load imbalance. Another
direction is to pursue an asynchronous version of the sub gradient algorithm to reduce the
impact of having heterogeneous sub problem size.
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CHAPTER 5
CLUSTERING THE PREVALENCE OF PEDIATRIC CHRONIC CONDITIONS
IN THE UNITED STATES USING DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
In this section, we presents an approach to clustering the prevalence of chronic conditions
among children with public insurance in the United States. The data consist of preva-
lence estimates at the community level for 25 pediatric chronic conditions. We employ a
spatial clustering algorithm to identify clusters of communities with similar chronic con-
dition prevalences. The primary challenge is the computational effort needed to estimate
the spatial clustering for all communities in the U.S. To address this challenge, we develop
a distributed computing approach to spatial clustering. Overall, we found that the burden
of chronic conditions in rural communities tends to be similar but with wide differences
in urban communities. This finding suggests similar interventions for managing chronic
conditions in rural communities but targeted interventions in urban areas.
5.1 Introduction
The Medicaid public insurance program covers more than 36 million children in the United
States yearly [85]. Children covered under this program are from low-income families
or/and with severe health disabilities. Disparities in health outcomes for Medicaid-enrolled
children are substantive and of great concern nationally [86]. A first step in addressing
such disparities is measurement and evaluation of the health outcomes for this population.
Towards this objective, in this paper, we study the burden of chronic conditions in the
Medicaid-enrolled child population, which can vary across communities within each state
and across states. Characterizing the burden of chronic conditions can help in identifying
communities with most need for interventions for improving health outcomes.
We compiled a unique (in-treatment) prevalence data on multiple chronic conditions
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common in children. The prevalence data are derived from patient-identifiable medical
claims from the 2011 Medicaid Analytic eXtract (MAX) files acquired from the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). The prevalence data are census tract estimates
of the percentage of Medicaid-enrolled children diagnosed with a chronic condition, with
a total of 64,873 census tracts across the United States, and 25 chronic conditions. The ob-
jective in this study is to characterize the burden of chronic conditions in communities by
using a clustering or segmentation of the population of children based on the level of preva-
lence of their chronic conditions. This clustering approach reduces the information content
in such large prevalence data into simple data clustering summaries by borrowing infor-
mation across all census tracts (proxies of communities) and across prevalent childhood
chronic conditions. The end point is to create a clustering map of the burden of chronic
conditions, which can be used in informed decision making and targeted healthcare inter-
ventions.
An important challenge in deriving a clustering for the prevalence data is the presence
of strong spatial dependence. Spatial dependence arises because proximal communities
will have similar levels of chronic conditions; proximal communities will have similar
demographics, social-economics and environmental factors, which can influence the devel-
opment and the severity of chronic conditions [87, 88]. These types of spatial effects have
been widely modeled in disease mapping. Reviews of methodology for spatial epidemi-
ological data in general may be found in [89, 90, 91, 92]. Most models were developed
in spatial smoothing and regression settings. Incorporating spatial dependence is vital in
understanding geographical patterns in disease incidence and mapping.
One first attempt for detecting spatial point clusters and hotspots using exploratory
methods is the Geographical Analysis Machine (GAM) developed by [93] and later im-
proved by [94]. Another popular method is to encode the spatial dependence (or other
form of dependence) into the feature space. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Appli-
cations with Noise (DBSCAN) [95], Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Struc-
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ture(OPTICS) [96], and other related variations [97, 98] are the most well-known density
based clustering algorithms for correlated data, where distance based measures are used
to allocate data to clusters. [99] transformed raw pixel data in images into a joint color-
texture-position feature space, and used the Expectation Maximization for Gaussian Mix-
tures to construct a small set of image regions that are coherent in color and texture. [100]
introduced a model-based method for clustering random time-varying functions under spa-
tially interdependence. [101] extended the hidden Markov models to the spatial domain
with a finite-mixture model for Poisson rates, where the mixture component follows a spa-
tially correlated process, the Potts model. This model is flexible in terms of assumptions
but may be cumbersome to implement on extremely large data.
In this paper, we apply a general spatial clustering approach to cluster high-dimensional
data assuming spatial dependence in the observed response data, while not restricting the
spatial effect to be the same across the spatial domain. The main challenge in implementing
this spatial clustering method to the nationwide prevalence data is the computational effort;
the method is not scalable to a large number of spatially-dependent responses. To address
this challenge, in this paper, we develop a distributed-computing spatial clustering method.
Distributed computing has become a much needed alternative modeling approach in
many research domains, particularly in statistical learning, due to the advent of large size
and complex datasets. The size of the data collected are sometimes too large to be stored
at a central location, and the level of computation needed for statistical learning may not
scale up to the data dimensionality. In addition, data in some cases are naturally collected
in a decentralized fashion at a local level, and communication between local servers and a
central machine is expensive and wasteful. The data are usually assumed to be independent
to alleviate the computational burden, since data in each node can be calculated separately
in a distributed fashion. [102] indicated that algorithms applied to independent data are
easily parallelizable on multicore computers, in a Map Reduce framework. [103] provided
a general framework for distributing expectation-maximization algorithms under indepen-
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dence of the response data in which not only is the computation distributed, but the storage
of parameters and expected sufficient statistics is also fully distributed. However, when
strong are present among the response variables, the independence assumption is therefore
violated, which can produce misleading inferences.
One contribution of this paper is thus the derivation and development of a distributed
computing solution to the estimation of the clustering model under spatially interdepen-
dence. The estimation approach requires innovation in the decomposition of the log-
likelihood function in a way that its maximization can be distributed across multiple com-
puting cores. A second contribution in this paper is that we not only derive the distributed
estimation approach but also implement it within the applied problem, specifically, identi-
fying geographic clusters of the burden of pediatric chronic conditions, where each cluster
can be characterized by different prevalence levels of chronic conditions and by different
groups of the conditions.
In the following section, we present the approach for deriving the prevalence data. In
the section that follows, we will continue with the introduction of the general form of the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm in solving Gaussian Mixture Models, then we
relax the independence assumption by re-formulating the E-step and M-step, and proposing
an efficient parallel EM Algorithm. We apply the proposed algorithm to deriving the clus-
tering map of the chronic disease prevalence among children enrolled in Medicaid using
the large-scale prevalence data. We conclude with a discussion on the implications of the
clustering map towards targeted healthcare interventions.
5.2 Chronic Condition Prevalence for the Medicaid-enrolled Children
5.2.1 Data Source
We analyze the patient-level claims from the 2011 Medicaid Analytic eXtract (MAX) files
obtained from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). The research in
this study was approved by CMS (Data Use Agreement #23621) and by the Institutional
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Review Board of Georgia Tech (protocol #H11287). All data derived from the MAX files
meet a minimum cell size of 11 in terms of number of patients according to the Data Use
Agreement with CMS. We focus on children age 0 to 17.
5.2.2 Prevalence Estimation
We derive the prevalence estimates using the 3M Clinical Risk Grouping software [104].
Episode Diagnostic Categories (EDCs) are derived for each child enrolled in Medicaid us-
ing the child’s diagnosis codes, procedure codes, and national drug codes (NDCs) found in
the recorded medical claims in the MAX files. EDCs are used to determine a patient’s Pri-
mary Chronic Disease, which is the most significant chronic disease actively being treated,
and its severity for each organ system.
We consider EDCs for the following 25 conditions: Acute Bronchitis and Bronchiolitis,
Acute Respiratory Diagnoses - Moderate, Acute Skin Diagnoses, Acute Stress and Anxi-
ety, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Allergies, Asthma, Autism, Bipolar,
Chronic Mental Health, Chronic Stress, Conduct and Behavior, Dental Diagnoses, Depres-
sion, Depressive and Other Psychoses, Developmental Language Disorder, Developmental
Speech and Learning, Diabetes2, Epilepsy and Epilepsy Complex, Major Mental Health,
Psoriasis, Schizophrenia, Social Problems, Upper Respiratory Infections. These conditions
were selected due to their high prevalence among children enrolled in the Medicaid pro-
gram. According to the data use agreement with CMS, we cannot disclose any information
when the cohort population is less than 11 patients, thus lower prevalence conditions cannot
be captured in our analysis.
For each condition or EDC, we obtained the population of Medicaid-enrolled children
with the condition along with the number of enrollment months of these children within
each zip code and county. We derived the prevalences of conditions by dividing the total
number of member months of patients treated for a given condition by the total number of
member months of all children on Medicaid for each county and zip code area. We further
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Figure 5.1: Histogram and heat map of prevalence for upper respiratory infections and
major mental health in the state of Georgia.
estimated the census tract prevalence using the zip code and county estimates along with
geographic information of the boundaries of the different geographic devisions (county,
zip code, census tracts) and the information on the population count across the geographic
divisions. For cells with less than 11 patients, we used the mean estimation at the state
level, along with a generated beta noise term.
Overall, we have a total of 64,873 census tracts for which we have obtained prevalence
estimates for the 25 conditions. The census tracts cover the entire United States excluding
Colorado and Idaho due data unavailability. The prevalence of the EDCs and their denom-
ination were provided by the 3M Clinical Risk Grouping software and the derivation of the
census tract prevalence estimates were based on the MAX claims data.
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5.2.3 Exploratory Analysis
The prevalence across the 25 chronic conditions varies widely, with Epilepsy as the least
prevalent condition (ranging from 0.2% to 0.8%) and upper respiratory infections as the
most prevalent condition (ranging from 12.6% to 61.3%). Figure 5.1 shows the histogram
and heat map of the prevalence for upper respiratory infections and major mental health in
the state of Georgia. The distribution for the upper respiratory infections is approximately
uni-modal but for the major mental health condition it is multi-modal. The heat map shows
the presence of spatial dependencies, where nearby geographical locations tend to have
similar level of prevalence. The strength of spatial dependence however differs from region
to region and by condition. In urban locations, such as the Atlanta metropolitan area, the
census tracts tend to be much smaller and denser. The prevalences are more similar in
these areas than in rural locations where census tracts are larger and further away. For
more prevalent conditions, such as the upper respiratory infections, the prevalence across
the map is smoother than for less prevalent conditions, thus differences between nearby
census tracts are relatively small.
5.3 Statistical Modeling Using Distributed Computing
5.3.1 Nominal EM Algorithm for Gaussian Mixture Models
The Expectation Maximization (EM) Algorithm is a class of iterative methods for find-
ing maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in statistical models, where the model
depends on unobservable or latent variables [105]. Each EM iteration alternates between
performing an expectation (E) step, which updates the expectation of the log-likelihood
function evaluated using the current estimates for the parameters, and a maximization (M)
step, which estimates parameters maximizing the expected log-likelihood given the input
from the E step of the previous iteration. The EM is frequently used for modeling mix-
tures of distributions, where data are commonly assumed to be generated from mixtures
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of multivariate Gaussian distributions (GMM) assuming unknown number of mixtures and
unknown mixture weights. Modeling the mixture of distributions can also be viewed as a
data clustering method [106, 107].
The observed response data are Y1, Y2, ..., YN where Yi is a p-dimensional vector of
measurements, in this paper, the prevalence estimates for the 25 pediatric chronic condi-
tions. N is the number of responses. We further assume that the distribution of Yi is a





• pk(y|θk) is the k-th mixture component where this mixture is identified by the param-
eter θk. For mixtures of Gaussians, θk = {µk,Σk} are the mean and the covariance
specifying the k-th Gaussian.
• wk are the mixture weights, representing the probability that a randomly selected Y
was generated by component k.
The unobserved data are the latent variablesZ1, Z2, ..., ZN whereZi has aC-dimensional
multinomial distribution specifying the cluster membership of Yi. Thus given Zik = 1 and
Zic = 0 for c 6= k where k takes values in {1, 2, . . . , C}, Yi has a distribution with the
density function pk(y|θk).
The EM algorithm is an iterative algorithm that starts from some initial estimates of
Θ = (θ1, . . . , θC) and of w = (w1, . . . , wC), and then proceeds to iteratively update Θ and
w until convergence. Each iteration consists of an E-step at which we update the mixture
weights and impute the cluster memberships and an M-step at which we estimate Θ given
the imputed cluster membership.
For classic mixtures of multivariate distributions, the responses to be clustered are gen-
erally assumed independent and hence the EM algorithm can be distributed easily across




The proposed spatial EM algorithm extends the nominal EM algorithm (under indepen-
dence assumption) by incorporating spatially correlated random errors. In our application,
the spatial correlation structure is a function of the proximity between pairs of census tract
centroids, assumed to be defined by a Matérn correlation function, which is widely used in
spatial statistics and geostatistics [108, 109, 110].
The most granular information we have for each patient is the residential zip code, not
the exact address. Therefore, we are treating the prevalence estimates as point masses at
the centroids of each area unit, instead of a point process across the geographic area. Alter-
natively, we can use a power law on the order or proximity of the neighborhoods, such that
a small neighboring region would be attributed a stronger link than a large neighbor with
its centroid further apart.[111] However, as census tracts are defined based on settlement
density, it is desirable that dense areas, mostly consisting of small neighboring regions,
have stronger spatial dependencies than rural areas, where large neighbors’ centroids are
further apart.
Furthermore, instead of considering spatial correlation between every possible pair of
locations, which deems to be intractable, we enforce a neighborhood structure - that is,
for each location, we only consider the closest M − 1 number of neighbors, resulting in a
neighborhood of sizeM . M can be fixed, or can vary for different response i. For example,
we can assign a larger M to urban locations than to rural locations, since the spatial effect is
expected to be stronger. An alternative is to sparsify the spatial correlation matrix by setting
a hard threshold. In addition, the correlation is assumed to decay exponentially as the
distance between two locations increases. Other correlation structures can be considered
but for simplicity of the interpretation and implementation, we use classic approaches to
specify the correlation structure.
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The neighborhood criterion is similar to spatial tampering and the Gaussian Markov
random fields (GMRF) advocated in [112, 113, 114]. Under GMRF modeling, observations
at each location only depend on a set of neighbors. [113, 114] GMRF can efficiently
model most of the spatial covariance functions. [115] The method has been extended to
integrate a stochastic partial differential equation approach and integrated nested Laplace
approximations (INLA) for faster computation, which has been implemented in R. [116,
114, 117] To model irregular grids, the space is divided into a collection of the so-called
Delaunay triangulations, and is approximated using basis functions. While this method
applies effectively to moderate size dataset, an application with a large number of spatial
points, e.g. 64,873 locations as for the U.S. prevalence data, can easily require more than 4
million basis functions to estimate.
We also assume the features are uncorrelated. This can be achieved by assuming inde-
pendence on the feature space; to achieve independence between the features, the feature
set can be preprocessed into uncorrelated orthogonal basis set, for example, using the Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA), which is common practice [118]. In the next section, we
will see that the assumption of independence on the feature space significantly reduces the
computational complexity and makes the algorithm parallelizable.
5.3.3 Expectation Step
In the E-step, we evaluate the expected cluster membership probability for each response
based on the parameters estimated in the M-step. In the derivations below, since the param-
eters specifying the mixtures Θ = (θ1, . . . , θC) are assumed fixed in the E-step (provided
by the estimates derived in the M-step), we drop the conditioning on the set of parameters
Θ for ease of illustration.
Conditional Model: The model for the i-th response or measurement is:
Yi|(Zik = 1) = µ+ µk + si + ei
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where Zi is the latent variable (cluster membership) for the response i, µ is the global mean,
µk is the cluster mean for cluster k, with
∑k=C
k=1 µk = 0, where C is the total number of
clusters, the spatial random effect si, and the independent error term ei. Y denotes the
vector of all responses and Yi denotes the ith response; the kth membership probability for
the response i is denoted as wik.
Under interdependence among the responses, the estimation of wik involves more com-
plex computations:
wik = E[Zik = 1|Y] = P (Zik = 1|Y) ≈ P (Zik = 1|Yi, YN(i))
=
P (Zik = 1)f(Yi, YN(i)|Zik = 1)∑c=C
c=1 P (Zic = 1)f(Yi, YN(i)|Zic = 1)
where N(i) denotes the set of indexes of the responses that are neighbors of the ith re-
sponse. In this case, the dependence structure among the responses is encoded in the pa-
rameter estimations of the latent classes, which we will discuss in more detail in the M step.
Therefore, the expected membership probability for sample i depends on its neighbors, i.e.,
the probability density function f(Yi, YN(i)|Zik = 1) needs to be calculated jointly. In what
follows, we will focus on how to estimate this joint probability efficiently. For ease of
presentation, we will use µ to represent µ+ µk.
Denote themth neighbor of response i as YN(i,m), wherem = 1, 2, ...M−1. Calculating
the joint probability of this neighborhood can be computationally intense and not scalable,
since only Zik = 1 is given, but not its neighbor’s cluster memberships. The joint density
is calculated as:




f(Yi, YN(i,1), ..., YN(i,M−1)|Zik = 1, ZN(i,1)kN(i,1) = 1)×
P (ZN(i,1)kN(i,1) = 1)
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We denote the mixture weight P (ZN(i,m)kN(i,m) = 1) with wN(i,m)kN(i,m) . We then expand
the joint density function for all responses in the neighborhood:







f(Yi, YN(i,1), ..., YN(i,M−1)|Zik = 1, ZN(i,1)kN(i,1) = 1, ..., ZN(i,M−1)kN(i,M−1) = 1)
In each summation, the joint density function are conditioned on the membership of the
response i and its neighbors. However, the amount of computation doesn’t scale with
the increasing size of the neighborhood, as the joint density function needs to be ex-
panded in the neighborhood of each response and in each cluster, which results in CM
joint density estimations. One alternative is to perform a hard clustering on wN(i,m)kN(i,m)
∀m = 1, 2, ...,M − 1 such that wN(i,m)k∗
N(i,m)
= 1 for k∗N(i,m) which maximizes over all
kN(i,m) and wN(i,m)kN(i,m) = 0 for all other kN(i,m). Thus we have the following approxi-
mation
f(Yi, YN(i)|Zik = 1) ≈ f(Yi, YN(i,1)..., YN(i,M−1)|
Zik = 1, ZN(i,1)k∗
N(i,1)
= 1, ..., ZN(i,M−1)k∗
N(i,M−1)
= 1)
An interpretation of the approximation above is as follows: the memberships of the neigh-
boring responses are assumed to be fixed based on the membership matrix calculated in the
previous M step, and only the membership of response i varies. This heuristic is similar to
successive methods such as backfitting and Gauss-Seidel. We denote f(Yi, YN(i,1)..., YN(i,M−1)|Zik =
1, ZN(i,1)k∗
N(i,1)
= 1, ..., ZN(i,M−1)k∗
N(i,M−1)
= 1) as f(Yi|Zik = 1), where Yi is a M-by-p
matrix. Denote the M-by-M matrix Si as the spatial covariance matrix for the neighbor-
hood around i, and the p-by-p matrix Σi as the covariance matrix for the random error εi
for response i, i=1,2,...,M, where Σi is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal provided by
[σ2i1,...,σ
2
ip]. The neighborhood Yi thus follows a matrix normal distribution, whose vari-








where each row l of A is independent, Al· ∼ N(µl,Σl). We then have:





f(Al·|µ = 0,Σ = Σl)
f(Yi|Zik = 1),∀i = 1, ..., n, k = 1, ..., C can be computed using distributed computing,
for each i separately or for groups of i’s. This can further be used in estimating the cluster
weights wik, concluding the E-Step.
5.3.4 Maximization Step
In the Spatial EM algorithm, the parameter set Θ contains of (µk,Σk) = θk, for all k =
1, ..., C. It is however computationally challenging to obtain the MLEs for these parameters
when there is dependence in the sample data. Alternatively, we can use the Maximum
Pseudo-likelihood Estimation [119, 120]





wiklogf(Yi|YN(i), Zik = 1)
We use a similar technique as used in the computation in the E-step to account for the
dependence structure. For each response i belonging to cluster k, we have:















where el is a vector of length M-1, where the lth element is 1 with all other values being
zero, µ̃k and Σ̃k are parameters estimated in the previous iteration of the EM algorithm. We

















f(Xij|[XN(i)]·j, Zik = 1))
Expand the spatial correlation matrix Si as:Si11 , Si12
Si21 , Si22

where Si11 is 1, the vector Si12 of length M − 1 is the correlation between response i and
its neighbors, Si21 is the correlation between response i’s neighbors and itself, and the (M-
1)-by-(M-1) matrix Si22 is the correlation matrix among response i’s neighbors. We then
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(Yij − µkj)2 = 0
We initialize µ̂mplekj and σ̂
mple
kj with the estimates from the previous iteration, and solve the
equations iteratively.
If the correlation among samples is minimal, the spatial correlation matrix Si,∀i =







i=1 wik(Yij − µkj)2∑i=n
i=1 wik
,
which coincides with the estimation based on the nominal EM algorithm with independent
responses. The proposed method is therefore a generalization of the nominal EM algorithm.
5.3.5 Model Selection
Similar to most of the model-based clustering algorithms, the number of clusters needs to
be finely tuned to obtain a set of meaningful clusters. Common variable selection methods
such as the Akaike information criterion (AIC), and Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
have been employed for estimating the number of clusters (Fraley and Raftery, 2002). In
our application, we chose to use BIC as a starting point to identify an inflection point (where
BIC starts to tip-off) to identify an initial number of clusters, then merge similar clusters in
a more empirical way, resulting in the most sensible clustering of the prevalence responses.
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5.3.6 Distributed Implementation
There are two important challenges of the distributed computing implementation of the
clustering algorithm. The first challenge is the storage and retrieval of the data throughout
the computation process. The size of the data can be too large to be stored and computed
using only one computing node. Thus in our implementation, we partition the data onto
multiple storage nodes and execute the algorithm on each subset of data in a Map Re-
duce fashion. In more complex cases where data are naturally collected and stored in a
decentralized approach, communicating all the data onto one centralized location can be
very expensive. More sophisticated design of distributed storage topologies are required,
as outlined in [103].
A second challenge is in the distributed computation itself for making the EM algo-
rithm more scalable. However, without the independence assumption, the rows of the data
matrix are coupled, thus the likelihood function cannot be decomposed in a way that allows
distribution of the computation of its maximization. To address this challenge, we decom-
pose and transform the correlation structure, allowing for the implementation of both the
distributed data storage/retrieval and the parallel computation. In the E Step, the estima-
tion of ith response’s membership probability in cluster k only requires information from
its immediate neighbors. The expected sufficient statistics for each observed response can
be computed independently in blocks given a current estimate of the parameters. In the
M Step, the data in each neighborhood are transformed assuming the correlation structure.
The parameter estimation can then be written in closed form summation, which can be
efficiently implemented in a Map Reduce fashion in parallel.
The algorithm was implemented in Julia, a high-performance dynamic programming
language for numerical and distributed computing [121].
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5.4 Results
In this section, we present the results for the clustering approach to study the burden of
chronic conditions for Medicaid-enrolled children in the United States. We first compare
the clustering results under the Nominal EM (under the independence assumption) and the
Spatial EM algorithm, to motivate the need of the additional computational effort of model-
ing the spatial structure in the chronic condition prevalence data. We then show the superior
performance in runtime utilizing distributed computing versus sequential computing. Last,
we provide results on the overall clustering throughout the United States with inference on
differences of the chronic condition burden across states and urbanicity levels.
5.4.1 Nominal vs Spatial Clustering
We study and compare the clusters of census tracts under the nominal EM algorithm and the
Spatial EM algorithm. Both algorithms use a randomized membership initiation scheme;
that is, each census tract was randomly assigned to a cluster and an initial estimation of
mean and covariance were calculated thereafter. In this section, for illustration purposes,
we choose the number of clusters to be three since it produces the most meaningful division
of census tracts among other selections for the number of clusters. Details on the model
selection can be found in section 5.4.3.
Although most of the health conditions have very weak correlation, between -0.1 and
0.1, there still exists some moderate correlation, especially in the group of mental health
conditions. Therefore, the features are first transformed into orthogonal principal compo-
nents using principal component analysis. By using PCA, we are assuming that the feature
correlation structures are approximately the same among different clusters. We calculate
the sample correlation matrix for the entire population, and for each of the clusters. The
95% confidence interval for the pairwise difference between the correlation matrix for the
entire population and the correlation matrices for cluster 1, 2, and 3 are [-0.01,-0.003], [-
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Figure 5.2: Heatmap of the prevalence in each cluster under (a) nominal EM Algorithm
and (b) spatial EM Algorithm. The values are normalized so that each row sums to 1.
0.008,0.009], and [-0.008,0.003] respectively. The differences are minimal, which justifies
using PCA in our study.
Figure 5.2 shows the prevalence for all the chronic conditions for each of the three clus-
ters, contrasting the results based on the two clustering approaches. To better compare the
composition of conditions across clusters, each row of the heatmap was normalized to sum
to one. Under the Nominal EM algorithm, we see a clear separation of conditions in each
cluster. Cluster 1 consists of 11,512 census tracts (17.7%), predominantly with chronic
and moderate mental health diseases, along with some acute and major conditions. Cluster
2 consists of 25,473 census tracts (39.3%), where the prevalences of mental diseases are
mostly low, with moderate prevalence in some respiratory and skin related diseases. Clus-
ter 3 consists of 27,888 census tracts (43%), where moderate prevalences for all conditions
exist, except for some severe chronic mental conditions, Diabetes, and Dental diseases. The
clear separation is as expected, since the nominal EM algorithm clusters the census tracts
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solely based on the absolute distribution of the prevalence of each condition.
Under the Spatial EM algorithm, the conditions are more blended in each cluster. Clus-
ter 1 is very similar to the first cluster under the nominal EM algorithm in composition, with
23,896 census tracts (36.8%). Cluster 2 consists of 11,964 (18.4%) census tracts, where all
of the respiratory related conditions, such as acute/moderate respiratory diagnoses, Asthma,
Allergies, upper respiratory infections, Bronchiolitis among others are moderately preva-
lent. Cluster 3 consists of 29,013 census tracts (44.7%), with less respiratory and skin
conditions, but more mental health conditions, in contrast to the Cluster 3 from the nomi-
nal EM algorithm.
Figure 5.3 shows the map of census tracts located in the states near the east coast of the
United States. The census tracts are color coded based on the cluster membership under the
two EM algorithms. Figure 5.4 takes a closer look at the areas near major cities, the coast
line near Miami, New York City area, and Washington D.C.-Baltimore area. Generally, the
locations of different clusters are similar, with rural areas consisting primarily of census
tracts in Cluster 3, representing a larger portion of acute and major mental health issues.
Pennsylvania, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine exhibit considerably less prevalence
for acute and major mental conditions.
The biggest difference between the two maps are the areas around major cities, labeled
as black dots. The clusters generated from the nominal EM are homogeneous across the
map. Census tracts in the same area tend to be from the same cluster, such as the coast line
near Miami, and around New York city. The nominal EM algorithm failed to capture the
heterogeneity in small areas, especially where the population is dense and diverse. On the
contrary, in addition to the absolute distribution of the features, the Spatial EM algorithm
accounts for the magnitude of prevalence values on the relative scale by modeling the
spatial correlation in small areas. Therefore, it discovers relative differences on the spatial
domain.
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Figure 5.3: Maps of the census tracts located in the east coast states of the United States,
color coded by the cluster membership under (a) nominal EM Algorithm and (b) spatial
EM Algorithm. Each black dot represents a major city.
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Figure 5.4: Zoomed-in maps of the census tracts close to major cities, color coded by the
cluster membership under (a) nominal EM Algorithm and (b) spatial EM Algorithm.
5.4.2 Distributed Computation
The computation of the Spatial EM algorithm is significantly more complex than the nom-
inal EM algorithm and requires more time and computing resources to execute. In this sec-
tion, we illustrate how distributed computation can help alleviate the computational burden.
In order to compare the computational results under the sequential and parallel implementa-
tions, we fix the number of iterations to be 100. Figure 5.5 shows the computational results
with different number of computing cores (Intel Core Haswell Processors). The algorithm
was written in Julia, and executed on a Linux server with X86-64 bit architecture.
The job execution required a total of 36.3 GB in memory allocation, thus infeasible
to store and retrieve the data on a single machine/computing node – even the implemen-
tation using serial computation (one computing core) had to utilize a distributed storage
framework. Running the algorithm using one computing core took more than 11 hours.
This number can easily skyrocket to weeks as additional runs are required for sensitivity
analysis, parameter tuning (e.g. number of clusters, size of neighborhood), and statistical
inference, for example. Running the algorithm in a parallel fashion greatly reduces the
computational time. With 10 computing cores, the run time was reduced to 1.8 hours, with
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Figure 5.5: Runtime comparison in seconds and speed up with varying number of comput-
ing cores.
a 6.3 times speed up. We note that the speed up is not exactly proportional to the number
of computing cores. In fact, the run time improvement is most significant with the first few
added cores, and gradually decays as the number of cores further increases. This is com-
monly known as the Amdahl’s Law, where the potential program speedup is defined by the
fraction of code that can be parallelized [122]. In addition, other architectural and synchro-
nization constraints such as memory-CPU bus bandwidth, communication bandwidth, load
balancing and memory locks play key roles in coordinating the distributed execution and
become more complex as the number of cores increases.
5.4.3 Model Selection
We use the BIC score as the model selection criteria to identify the number of clusters.
In addition, since the clustering results tend to vary with different initiatializations, we
run the algorithm five times for each setting to study the sensitivity of the imputed cluster
memmbership and number of clusters to initiailization. Part (a) of Figure 5.6 shows that the
BIC curve decreases with the number of clusters ranging from 2 to 12, and starts to flatten
after 10 clusters. This suggests that, using the BIC criterion, the number of clusters chosen
can be large thus BIC may not provide an upper threshold for the number of clusters. This
is a possible indication that there are a few outliers that do not belong to any given cluster.
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Figure 5.6: (a) BIC score under different number of clusters. (b) The upper triangle shows
the adjusted Rand index, and the lower triangle shows the matching percentage under vary-
ing neighborhood sizes.
We visually inspected the clustering results with varying number of clusters. As the
number of clusters increases to more than three, additional clusters yield similar patterns,
with a few very small clusters in size (≤0.01%) that capture mostly the outlying features
and big clusters that are not clearly distinguishable. Consequently, we choose to analyze
the clustering with three clusters. More details of the analysis on the number of clusters
can be found in Appendix B.
5.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis
To evaluate how the uncertainty or the sampling errors in the prevalence estimates affects
the clustering results, we simulated 20 samples of prevalence data from a binomial sam-
pling model derived from the data on Medicaid-enrolled children with each of the condi-
tions, and compare the resulting clusters with the baseline dataset. For the 20 comparisons,
the 95% confidence interval for the adjusted Rand Index is [0.896, 0.903], and the percent-
ages of census tracts that changed membership are consistently less than 4%. Thus the
standard errors from the prevalence estimates have limited impact on the clustering mem-
bership. This is due to the fact that the total number of member months of all Medicaid-
enrolled children for most of the census tracts is large and thus the errors are small.
In order to reduce the computation complexity, we assumed a fixed neighborhood struc-
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Figure 5.7: The entropy and proportional of census tracts within each state that belongs to
each of the clusters.
ture. Part (b) of Figure 5.6 shows two measures for comparing any two clusterings obtained
for varying neighborhood sizes. The upper triangle shows the adjusted Rand Index, which
measures the similarity between two clusterings, adjusting for the chance of grouping, and
the lower triangle shows the matching percentage. The nominal EM algorithm coincides
with the spatial EM algorithm when the size of neighborhood is 0. When the neighborhood
size is small, a slight change of the neighborhood can have big impact on the clustering
result. This is an indication that the results can be sensitive when the spatial effect is not
properly incorporated. As the neighborhood size increases, the similarity between cluster-
ings improves drastically. It is therefore not necessary to consider the spatial correlation
between every possible pair of locations, since a neighborhood of size 10 can produce a
sufficiently stable clustering result.
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5.4.5 Clustering Results: United States
Figure 5.7 displays the similarity (or dissimilarity) in clustering at the state level using the
entropy measure (upper left map) and using the percentages for the three clusters. The west
states have less variability in the clustering (lower entropy) than south west states. West
states either predominantly are in cluster 1 (primarily represented by more severe chronic
conditions) or cluster 3 (represented by mental health and respiratory chronic conditions).
Cluster 2 (primarily represented by respiratory conditions) has low representation in most
of the states except for a few southern states (e.g. FL, LA, NM, and TX) and northern states
(e.g. IL, NY, NJ, VA). These state-level differences point to pediatric chronic conditions
the states might need to focus on for disease management as well as prevention of severe
outcomes.
Figure 5.8 shows the composition of each cluster by state and urbanicity for a sub-
set of states. Urbanicity is defined using the rural-urban commuting area (RUCA) codes,
which classify U.S. counties using measures of population density, urbanization, and daily
commuting. The code is a single digit (1-9) classification, grouping counties based on
the population of their metro area or their proximity to an urban area [123]. We further
grouped the 1-9 code into 3 major categories. Category 1, with an RUCA index 1, rep-
resents urbanized metropolitans areas; Category 2, with an RUCA index 2-6, represents
smaller metropolitans and micropolitan areas; Category 3, with an RUCA index 7 and
above, represents small towns and rural areas. The distribution of the census tracts across
the three clusters in these areas varies by state. As the census tracts become more rural,
the proportion of clusters 1 and 2 decreases drastically; that is, chronic mental conditions,
Diabetes, Autism and Respiratory conditions are more prevalent in urban areas. For states
with the least dense population, Cluster 1 dominates across different urbanicity, and Cluster
2 is mostly nonexistent. These states exhibit much less heterogeneity comparing to states
with higher population density and larger metropolitan areas.
Figure 5.9 shows community-level cluster membership for Georgia. Most rural Geor-
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Figure 5.8: Visualization of the composition of each cluster by state and urbanicity for the
top 5 and bottom 5 states by population under the Spatial EM Algorithm.
gia is predominantly in Cluster 3, with a mix of both mental health and respiratory chronic
conditions, while suburban and urban areas are predominantly in Cluster 1 or 2, pointing
to either heavily weighted mental and behavioral conditions or severe chronic conditions.
We zoomed in the metropolitan Atlanta area, where several communities are assigned to
Cluster 1 or 2. As noted in the heat map of Figure 5.2, the prevalences of the 25 conditions
are differently weighted in Clusters 1 and 2; however, we see that there are many neighbor-
ing communities in the Atlanta area which are assigned to different clusters. Overall, this
suggests that interventions for managing chronic conditions need to be much more targeted
in urban areas.
Similar geographically granular analysis can be performed for other states. The maps
for other states will be made available upon request from the authors of this paper.
5.5 Conclusions
The primary focus of this research paper is on deriving a spatial clustering of pediatric
chronic conditions at the community level in the United States. The data supporting this
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Figure 5.9: Clustering membership for the state of Georgia.
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analysis consists of prevalences for 25 chronic conditions for the Medicaid-enrolled chil-
dren.
The implementation of the spatial clustering approach relies on distributed computing
to overcome the computational effort needed to perform the clustering analysis. While
we were able to obtain the clustering after 11 hours of computing time with only the dis-
tribution of the data storage and retrieval, for a thorough analysis on the sensitivity of the
clustering to the EM initialization and on the selection of the number of clusters, we needed
much faster computations. Such large-scale studies can only be tackled by bridging statis-
tical modeling and computational innovations.
This study has several limitations. The approach for estimating the prevalences at the
census tract level from the prevalences observed at other geographic divisions, e.g. zip
code, falls under the modifiable areal unit problem or MAUP . Our approach is one of
the simplest MAUP approaches, with noted limitations [124]. However, obtaining more
rigorous prevalence estimates at the census tract level requires extensive computational
effort, which may be infeasible given the large scale of our data.
The correlation structure in the response data was assumed to follow a Matérn corre-
lation function using the Euclidean distance between pairs of census tracts centroids. The
distance metric can be further improved, such as to use road distance between centroids,
or similarity measures in urbanicity, socio-economics factors, or demographics. Follow up
analysis based on the clustering results and additional area specific covariates can provide
insights in determining the main drivers of the spatial variation and discrepancies in preva-
lence. Although we limited the implementation of the proposed distributed model-based
clustering analysis to spatial correlation, the proposed algorithm can be applied to any type
of correlation structures. In addition, we assumed the correlation structure to be fixed for
each feature and each of the C components. Alternatively, we can extend the model to
concurrently re-evaluate the correlation functions for each feature and cluster component
at each EM iteration as the membership changes. Moreover, the neighborhood size was
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assumed to be fixed across all census tracts, which can be improved by a more granular
definition of neighborhood based on urbanicity, for example.
Even though this research has several limitations, it has some important implications for
interventions in managing chronic conditions. Many rural communities across the United
States do not show a high burden of any particular condition, with similar weighting across
respiratory conditions and behavioral & mental health conditions, with the lowest weight
on more severe chronic conditions. This similarity in clustering across most of the rural
communities points to that generally rural communities are in need of similar interventions,
for example, improving access to mental and behavioral health providers. On the other
hand, urban communities and some suburban communities present wide heterogeneity in
clustering, with many of the urban communities being assigned in either high prevalence
of severe chronic conditions or high prevalence of mental & behavioral conditions, which
often are more severe for the Medicaid child population, overall pointing to a higher burden
of severe conditions in some communities. While we cannot pinpoint the factors triggering
such variations, we do recommend more targeted interventions for urban communities,





DERIVATION OF UTILIZATION SEQUENCES
This Appendix provides additional information on the derivation of the utilization se-
quences. A utilization sequence for an asthma-diagnosed child is derived based on the
following set of information available in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS)
Medicaid Analytical Extract (MAX) medical claims data. The MAX claims are structured
into inpatient care (IP), long-term care (LT), other care including outpatient services (OT),
patient summary (PS) and prescription claim summary (RX) files, with a different set of
files for each year and state. We merged the files for each state across all years to capture
the longitudinal claims data for each patient in the study population using the Medicaid
Statistical Information System (MSIS) identification number of each patient.
The data elements extracted from the MAX files are:
1. Primary and secondary asthma diagnosis ICD-9 codes: We extract only those claims
with the following asthma-related ICD-9 codes: 493.00, 493.01, 493.02, 493.10,
493.11, 493.12, 493.20, 493.21, 493.22, 493.81, 493.82, 493.90, 493.91, 493.92.
These are the only diagnosis codes corresponding to an asthma diagnosis available
in the MAX files.
2. Type of service (TOS) and Place of Service (POS) codes: Both codes are available
for each claim from the IP and OT files of the MAX extract. We use these codes to
derive a provider type for each medical visit as shown in Table A.1. We consider
multiple non-medication claims in the same day for the same patient to be one visit.
In rare cases where there is more than one type of events during the same day, we
use the first event of the day except in the case of an ER or HO event. If an ER or
HO occurred, we prioritize ER and HO and set them as the event of the day.
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TOS Code Logic POS Code Prov. Type
50: Federally qualified health center;
12: Clinic OR 71: State or local public health clinic; PO
08: Physicians AND 11: Office PO
72: Rural health clinic
11: Outpatient hospital OR 23: Emergency room ER
01: Inpatient hospital AND Any HO
Table A.1: Provider Type Crosswalk
3. National Drug Code of Long-term asthma control medications: These medications
are taken regularly to control chronic symptoms and prevent asthma attacks and can
be found in the RX file of the MAX extract. The medication types include: Inhaled
Corticosteroids, Long-Acting Beta-Agonists (LABAs), Cromolyn and Tehophylline,
Leukotriene Modifiers and Immunomodulators. We consider the claims for asthma
control medication (ACM) and asthma short term medication (ASM) as event types
in the stochastic network analysis.
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APPENDIX B
MODEL SELECTION AND ESTIMATION
This Appendix takes the reader through a summary of the model selection algorithm and
the model estimation portion of the algorithm. We provide derivations of the likelihood
functions as well as the Kullback-Leibler distance between two Markov renewal processes
(MRPs).
Model Selection
In this section of the appendix we describe the model selection algorithm. We seek to find
the optimal clustering of sequences, given by ~Z~R, such that the BIC score is maximized.
The BIC is an objective function that balances the tradeoff between maximizing the likeli-
hood function while minimizing model size. For a model M ,
BIC(M) = `(M) + |M | · log(R)/2,
where `(M) is the log-likelihood of the model M , |M | is the model size and R is the
number of patients. Given the transition and interarrival parameters for the set of patients
in profile k, Pk and Λk, for k ∈ 1, . . . , K. For model M with K profiles, we will estimate
KS(S+ 1)− 1 parameters for the transition matrices, Pk, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, and KS2 in the
interarrival matrices, Λk, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
In previous work the authors have used an EM algorithm to perform model estima-
tion. However, such an algorithm requires the user to pre-specify the number of profiles,
K, regardless of the number of true profiles. Additionally, each initialization may pro-
duce a different outcome, implying that a global optimum is not necessarily reached with
each clustering result. However, with a satisfactory initialization the output will be nearly
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optimal without complex calculation.
Other researchers favor a tree-based algorithm, where a distance metric is used to de-
termine splits in the set of observation [125]. In contrast with the EM algorithm, the benefit
of such a tree-based algorithm is that the the number of clusters can be determined af-
ter the clustering analysis is performed. However, it may not be guaranteed to maximize
posterior likelihood of cluster membership. Therefore, we propose a joint tree-based, EM
optimization algorithm that maximizes the BIC criterion.
As K and R increase, it becomes computationally intractable to consider all possible
partitions to find the maximum BIC score. Therefore, we present an algorithm that searches




Q1(x) log (Q1(x)/Q2(x)) dx,
where Q1 and Q2 are the probability distributions under comparison. Specifically, we find
the KL distance between the transition distribution out of each of the si for each individual
sequence and the entire set of sequences in a given profile and then average across the
si, i ∈ {1, . . . , S}. (We provide the derivation of the KL distance in Appendix B.) We then
order the average KL distances and find a nearly optimal partition in the observations to
use as the initialization of the EM algorithm to maximize the posterior likelihood function.
An overview of the algorithm is given below:
1. We begin with the null assumption, H0, that all patients in a set belong to one pro-
file. Find the population MLEs, Λ̄ij , and the transition matrix P̄ij under the null
hypothesis. Calculate the BIC0 value.
2. Calculate the average KL distances between individual sequences and the one profile
(null hypothesis), Dave(P,Λ||P̄ , Λ̄).
3. For a sufficiently large, equally-spaced set of the ordered average KL distances, (say,
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50), D(i), let W−D(i) be the set of patients with average KL distances from the null
distribution less than D(i), and W+D(i) be the set of patient with average KL distances




culate the BICA corresponding to the BIC value of the alternative hypothesis, HA,
that the set of sequences should be partitioned into two profiles.
4. Consider the partition {W ∗−D(i) ,W
∗+
D(i)
}, such that the BIC score is maximized. Let
this partition be the initialization for the EM algorithm. Recalculate the BIC score,
call it BIC∗A after the iterations of the EM algorithm.
5. If BIC∗A > BIC0, then divide the sequences into distinct profiles. Repeat steps
(1)-(4) until no more divisions are made.
Likelihood Function Derivations
In this first subsection we provide derivations for the likelihood functions used in the model
selection algorithm.
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Derivation of Markov Chain Likelihood
Consider a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) with a sequence of events denoted by
~XL = (X1, . . . , XL). The derivation of the likelihood function is given below:
L(P | ~XL) = Pr( ~XL = ~sL)
= Pr(XL = siL| ~XL−1 = ~sL−1)
×Pr(XL−1 = siL−1| ~XL−2 = ~sL−2)
× · · · × P (X2 = si2|X1 = si1)× P (X1 = si1)
= Pr(XL = siL|XL−1 = siL−1)
×Pr(XL−1 = siL−1|XL−2 = siL−2)
× · · · × Pr(X2 = si2|X1 = si1)× Pr(X1 = si1)




Psil−1 ,sil × PLC,si1
Derivation of Markov Renewal Process Likelihood
The MRP is the continuous-time analog of a discrete-time Markov chain. The primary
assumption of any Markov process is that it is ‘memoryless’, i.e. future states are only
dependent on the current state of the system. Define τn = Tn − Tn−1. Then we have that
Pr(τL+1 ≤ t,XL+1 = sj|X1, T1, . . . , XL, TL)
Pr(τL+1 ≤ t,XL+1 = sj|XL = si). (B.1)
Assuming that a patient sequence of events with timestamps follow a Markov renewal




= Pr( ~XL = ~sL, ~TL = ~τL)
= P (XL = siL , TL = τL| ~XL−1 = ~sL−1, ~TL−1 = ~τL−1)
× · · · × P (X2 = si2 , T2 = τ2|X1 = si1 , T1 = τ1)
×P (X1 = si1 , T1 = τ1)
= Pr(XL = siL , TL = τL|XL−1 = siL−1)
×Pr(XL−1 = siL−1 , TL−1 = τL−1|XL−2 = siL−2)
× · · · × Pr(X2 = si2 , T2 = τ2|X1 = si1)× Pr(X1 = si1)
Next we make use of the following conditional probability rule:
Pr(Xl = sil , Tl = τl|Xl−1 = sil−1)
= Pr(Tl = τl|Xl−1 = sil−1 , Xl = sil)
×Pr(Xl = sil |Xl−1 = sil−1).
Combining the two previous equations completes the derivation.
Derivation of the KL Distance
Step (2) of the algorithm from the Model Selection section requires the calculation of the
KL distance between the estimated one-step transition distributions of each patient se-
quence and the overall population. Let P̄ be the transition matrix corresponding to profile
k, and P be the transition matrix of observation r belonging to profile k. Likewise, let Λ̄
contain the MLEs for the exponentialy distributed interarrival times for profile k, and Λ
contain the MLEs for observation r belonging to profile k. Let P̄i,j , Pi,j , Λ̄i,j , and Λi,j de-
note the transition probabilities and expected interarrival times between states si and sj . We
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can now derive a closed-form solution of the average KL distance between the transition
distributions out of state si for an individual and a population.
Consider a utilization sequence such that Xl = si at time t. We want to compare the
probability of transition at time T + τ to state sj of the patient to that of the all patients
within the profile, where T was the last arrival time. This distribution is a finite mixture of
exponential distributions: given that the next event is state sj occuring with probability Pij ,
the interarrival time is given by Exp(λij). Using the P and Λ matrices we derive the KL

































































+ λ̄i,j/λi,j − 1
]
Finally, we want to average across all states si, i ∈ {1, . . . , S}, so we use the measure:
Dave(P,Λ||P̄ , Λ̄) =
∑S







Figure C.1: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of AR. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.2: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of FL. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.3: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of GA. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.4: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of LA. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.5: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of MS. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.6: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of NC. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.7: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of SC. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.8: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of TN. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
parenthese.Some important edges with probability less than 0.15 are displayed in gray dot-
ted lines.
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Figure C.9: Network graphs of etimated utilization profiles of TX. Transition probabilites
are given on each edge along with the average interarrival times measured in months in
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